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Abortion debate here Sunday
LETICIA CAVAZOS
Editor

Schlafly,
Weddington,
to face off

Luis Angel Guillen,junior-I'm partially for abortion and
partially against it. In cases of rape I believe they should have
a choice but in cases where the girl was just not careful it is the
girl's fault not the baby's and she shouldn't have an abortion.
In rape the girl had no choice.
Joe Guerra, junior-I'm pro-choice because I believe
strongly in personal decisions. There are places in your life
were the government shouldn't intervene.

• l

Tomorrow is the last day to
purchase tickets in advance for
an abortion debate Sunday at7
p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium by pro-choice advocate
Sarah Weddington and pro-lifer
Phyllis Schlafly.
Weddington fought and won
the land marking 1973 case Roe
vs. Wade which made abortion
legal, thus overriding existing
laws in 45 states. She served as
Assistant for Women's Affairs
in the Caner administration.
"We have always defined
PHYLLIS SCHLAFL Y
SARAH WEDDINGTON
murder as the killing of one
Argued Roe vs. Wade case
e
who is born," Weddington.
One of America's leading auanddonotenjoythelegalstandWeddington said she is not
thorities on leadership, Wed- most woman in conservative
politics.
ing
of citizens.
in favor of abortion, instead
dington has been in the foreprefers people use intelligent
front of every major women's
In a debate earlier this year at
Schlafly responded, "Just becontraception.
rights battleforthelast 15 years. the University of Missouri at
cause someone is not a citizen,
Schlafly was appointed by Kansas City both Weddington
Tickets are being sold for $2
does
not mean we can kill them.
President Ronald Reagan as a and Schlafly expressed their
in advance and $4 at the door
It all comes down to one's attifor students with a UT-PAI.D.
member of the Commission on views on abortion.
tude toward life. If one views
the Bicentennial of the United
General Admission is $10.
"Babies are not being
life as an inalienable right from
States Cons~itution. Schlafly 's murdered ... To have legal
Thursday until 5 p.m. and Frithe Creator, then it is governday from 8:30 a.m . until noon
single handed defeat of the rights, one must first be born,"
ment's job to protect the right
Equal Rights Amendment Weddington believes. Fetuses,
in UC 205.
to life."
movement made her the fore- she contended, are not citizens,

Sonia De la Garza, sophomore-I feel the abortion issue
can go both ways. If women are killing babies just because
they don't want them, then I think it's wrong. But if it's
because ofrape, financial difficulties or another good reason,
then I'm for it. If they are capable of taking care of the child,
then they have no reason to abort it.
Ceci Ramirez, freshman-I'm against abortion because
it's murder to kill a child. If they are raped it's o.k. for them
to have an abortion. I know I would. But if it was my choice
to have sex, I should keep it.
Name withheld by request, sophomore-I'm pro-life
because I may not be able to have a child. The doctors have
told me. So-I believe a woman should have the child and give
it up for abortion, so women like me can have them and care
for them.
Cesar Trevino, sophomore-I'm against abortion but not
in situations such as rape. A girl wouldn't be able to live with
a child from a rapist. I believe girls should take care of
themselves; they should be responsible. Every time they have
an abortion they are killing a human being.

Andie Flores, freshman-I'm pro-choice because I believe it's the girls decision. I don't think it should be left up
!o the government to make their decisions. It's a personal
issue.
Name withheld by request, sophomore-I believe it's to
the person choice because it's their body. I'm for abortion but
only up to the third month- not after she's six-months pregnant. People can get in that situation because ofrape or incest.
Why would someone want to bring an unwanted baby to the
:,,vorld. A baby's life should be full of love and if a young girl
1s forced to have it she will not love it.
Religion is against it but I believe God will forgive a girl
anyway.

New lot opened
JOE ZAMBRANO
Managing Editor

Last week additional parking
spaces were allotted for short
term and general parking.
The parking lot that opened
by the Fine Arts Building, subsection of lot A, was designed to
accommodate students and visitors conducting business at Student Service Building.
Individual students wishing to

park there during classes may do
so, but vehicles parked at this lot
to long will be ticketed according to Chief Gregorio Salazar of
university police;
The reserve parking spaces
next to the University Centerwere converted into general parking.
A total of approximately 197
spaces were added to the university at different areas for students and visitors.

Cont. "Parking" on page 3

Payments due
Installment payments mus~ be paid by Monday or a late fee of
$5 will be added. A $25 reinstatement fee will be added Tuesdav
through Friday.
Anyone who has not paid by Nov. 10, will be withdrawn from
the university. In order to be reinstated, the student must pay the
full balance plus reinstatement fee.
Payments should be made at the Student Services Building,
Room 115, from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

TASP results in
DA V/D GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

The results from the latest
TASP exams h ave been calculated and wi ll be sent to students
who participated.
In thereadingpan ofthe exa~ ,
445 students were tested with
354 of them passing while 9 1
failed. The mean score was 245
with a 220 needed to pass*.
Of the 458 students who took
the math pan of the TASP, 72
percent of the students passed.
128 students failed to complete
the minimum number of points
required. The mean score in the
math section was 240.

Finally, in the writi ng section
of the exam, 454 students were
tested with 69 percent of the
student passing. The mean score
was 226.
The next T ASP will be administered Nov. 18. Students who
haven ' t registered yet have unti l
Nov. 8 to do so.
They must call to Austin at
(51 2)-926-8746 between the
hours of 8:30a.m. to5:00p.m. to
register l~te. An extra $20 late
fee will be added to the regular
fee of $25.00.
*220 is the number of points
needed to pass any of the three
exams.

Paint me a smile-Senior art major Abbie Valle of the University Art League paints the face of one of the
many children who attended the Great Pumpkin on Saturday night.
(Photo by Joel Martinez)

Pre Med cake walk takes 1st prize
JOE ZAMBRANO
Managing Editor

The fun filled "Carnival of
the Great Pumpkin" helped organization raise funds for their
treasury while allowing them to
compete against each other for
the "best booth" award . In addi-

tion , there was a competition for
those who felt that there costume
was best.
All booths were judged by a
panel comprised of three members. The judging occurred prior
to the carnival.
Members of the judging panel
were Nora Lopez; reporter for

San Antonio Express, Brad Nibert; Daily Review news editor,
Juan Lara; previous University
Program Board president.
The winner of the" best booth"
competition was given to the Pre
Med club for having a decorative
cake walk.
Second and third places were

given to the University Art
League and International Student
Association respectively.
Organizations involved in the
booth contest were Bronc Cadet
Corps, Phi Sigma Kappa, Delta
Phi Psi, Intercollegiate Knights,

Cont. "Pumpkin" on page 3
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Abortion
should be
legal
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hen labeled as a murderer by those who support pro-life
beliefs, one should listen ta what is really being said.
Don't give people a choice.
The emotional aspects surrounding the abortlon topic no longer
carry the same heartfelt meaning they once did. The literary facades
have been seen through and have lost their impact. This is as it
should be. May be now the truth to the pro-choice movement can be
heard instead of being mired by personalitiP:S.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
RAY GOMEZ
Staff Writer
When viewed pragmatically there are two levels to th~ abortio_n
issue. The first deals with the legal right to have an abortion. This
is what the pro-choice movement has f~u~ht for on the behalf of all
citizens. The second is the personal dec1S1on as to whether or not to
have one.
We have a fundamental right as citizens of this nation to seek
appropriate health care when deem~d ~ece~sary. A guaranteed
fundamental right to have a legal abortion m this country should also
be available.
.
The question is often asked of those who support the pro-ch01ce
cause, "What would~ do if~ were in the situation? Would you
murder your unborn child?" The answer should cause as_ much
thought. "Who are ~ to pass j,uctgment on someo~e m that
situation?" In the long run, it won t matter what we think of that
individual.
Indeed, who are we to cast the first stone? Who are we to tell a
pregnant 15-year old ~l wi~ her \\'.hol~ µte ahead of her not to ~et
an abortion because we JUSt might think it IS morally yvro~g? Pl~ymg
God is something mankind has o~en failed at. Play1:llg J_udge m our
federal court system is somethmg we are more 1:fiClmed_ to ~o.
Unfortunately, the personal aspects of the issue, ~hich at this point
should not even be considered, have begun agam to try and block
this nation's path to securing medically safe conditions for those
opting for an abortion.
The argument is clear. Access to an abortion should be legally
available. We can't afford to go back to the days of the coat hanger.

,, DON't BE ~ VlCTIM OF CR\ME IF

Editor's note: Due to its length and subject matter, the following
letter to the editor will run as a guest column.

T

here are serious misrepresentations in the "Lee/Ellard
Case: A Collegiality Test?" editorial. Since I was not
a party to the School of Business Administration's
Merit Improvement Committee (SOBA-MIC) activities, I cannot
say what its concerns were. However, it is completely inaccurate to
say that the Faculty Senate's Investigation Com~ittee_ (FS~C) is
concerned only with due process. As repeated d1scuss10ns m the
Faculty Senate have demonstrated, the senate and the faculty in
general are concerned with questions of BOTH due process and the
substance of the charges the administration has brought against
professors Ellard and Lee.

GUEST COLUMN
SAMUEL FREEMAN
Associate Professor
Political Science
Yet for these most serious of charges against faculty, less than two
weeks elapsed between the issuance of Dean Brewerton 's report to
Vice President Applbaum and the issuance of President Nevarez'
report formally charging Drs. Ellard and Lee. During this time Vice
President Applbaum and President Nevarez each cond~cted a "thorough investigation" according to President Nevarez mto both the
procedures employed and the charges' substance.

"The Pan American" welcomes input from all readers. Letters
to the editor should be 300 words or less. They may be edited
for libelous statements, correct spelling and grammatical
errors. Letters with vulgar expressions will not run. All
letters must be signed and include the writer's telephone
number, and where applicable, major and classifi~ation or job
title. Letters must be legible. Names may be withheld upon
request. Letters must be submitted at the Student Publications
Office Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Tuesday prior to
public~tion. The editors reserve the right to not print any
letter. If interested in writing a guest column, contact the
editor.
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Professor disects editorial
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In conducting a responsible investigation, FSIC members divided
their work into two stages. The first was to investigate the procedures by SOBA-MIC, Brewerton, Applbaum and Nevarez to determine whether due process had been observed.. The s_eco~d was to
investigate the substance of the charges. Both mvestigations were
seriously impeded by the administration's refusal to cooperate.
The senate and the FSIC have approached their investigation in a
thorough, responsible fashion because the faculty does ~o~ wai:t to
commit the same "rush to judgment" errors of the administration.
Remember the administration recommends Drs. Ellard and Lee be
fued, thereby destroying their professional reputations and ending
their careers.
FSIC issued a report a few weeks ago on due proces~ questi?nsof which The Pan American should have a copy. This constituted
the FIRST PART of the senate's investigation. That report found
there were substantial and systematic violations of due process.
These violations were so blatant and so egregious any simpleton
could readily recognize them.
FSIC should report on the SECOND PART-the substance of the
charges-attheNovemberl Faculty Senate meeting. The editorial
indicates there is some substance to the charges against Drs. Ellard
and Lee. If The Pan American has evidence to support the charges,
it should present the evidence. If The Pan American is assuming
there must be substance to the charges because some administrators
insist there is and because a member of the editorial staff has been
well worked over by some administrator(s), I would urge a modicum of caution-liars are not to be believed.
Contrary to the disgraceful allegation the F_SI~, would "sacrifi_ce
the ...(SOBA-MIC's) findings to make a pmnt, the FSIC has )Udiciously reviewed all relevant documents in an effort to deternune
whether there is any basis whatsoever to the charges. Based on my
personal reading of documents charging Drs. Ellard and 1:,ee as well
as my own inquiries, I am confident the FSIC report will demonstrate forcefully that there is no foundation whatsoever to the
charges, that they are a perfidious prevarication.
A look at the membership of the FSIC reveals it is comprised of
some of the most highly respected faculty at th~s uni~ersity. Nor,
with the exception of former Faculty Senate Chau Kevm Morse, are
its members facl)lty who have been in the forefront of the long and
tedious conflict between faculty and administration.

To say that "Faculty members are taking their collegiality grudge
a bit too far if they are using the reputation~ 3:11d c~e~~~ Lee _and
Ellard to try to win a battle... with the admm1strat1on is_ msultmg,
implies Faculty disregard for the welfare and well-being of our
colleagues and demonstrates a fundamental lack of understanding
of precisely what i~ i~volved. in thes~ c~arges and ~e Facultts
reaction to them. This 1s not an isolated mc1dent. What is happenmg
with Drs. Ellard and Lee is part and parcel of the systematic and
pervasive manner in which this administration has conducted itself
for eight long, tortuous years.

o:

This is not the first time administrators have attempted to take
punitive action against faculty they dislike. They have attempted to
deny faculty tenure and have supported the wrongful dismissal of
faculty. Nevarez, Applbau~ and Brewer:ion have systemati~ally
violated policy. They have mvented policy post hoc. President
Nevarez has broken his word given in writing to the Faculty Senate.
Vice President Applbaumhas attempted to justify outrageous transgressions claiming that "policy is permissive," meaning an adm_inistrator can do whatever s/he damn-well pleases and then give
whatever "permissive" interpretation to policy that s/he wants in
order to justify those actions.
What position would students take if they were subjected to such
systematic abuse of authority for years? If faculty were to do to
students what Nevarez, Applbaum and Brewerton have done to
faculty and to this university, they should be fired.

The ·aye is cast. The course is clear.
Miguel Nevarez, Ronald Applbaum
and F. J.- Brewerton should resign or
be fired immediately.
-Freeman
Your plea that the faculty and administration should have more
respect for one another, listen to each other and each be willing to
compromise is an expression of the noble but naive sentiment of the
newcomer t a conflict who sees only part of the problem and
mistakes it for the whole. If you would read our Declaration of
Independence or Martin Luther King's "Letter from Birmingham
City Jail," you would realize the faculty would never be in this
posture with respect to the administration unless there were a long
pattern of abuse and usurpation of authority by the administration.
As T~fferson said, people do not rebel "for light and transient
causes." To suggest that the faculty compromise with the administration in its attempt to destroy the reputations and careers of two
of our colleagues is like asking Soviet dissidents to compromise
with Stalin on how many dissidents were to perish in the gulags.
There can be no compromise with evil, and the time for compromise
with its administration has long passed.
Your noble plea is predicated upon the naive assumption that the
parties involved are honorable, honest, moral, well meaning people
of integrity who have the best interests of the university of heart.
With respect to Nevarez, Applbaum and Brewerton, nothing could
be farther from the truth; they are devoid of these characteristics.
The faculty has tried repeatedly to work with the administration
in the spirit called for by the editorial, but we have been rebuked
consistently by administrators determined to pursue their petty personal interests irrespective of the damage inflicted on this university. Evidence is overwhelming that these administrators will not
change. There fore, there can be no hope for the future of this
university are long as they occupy positions of authority in it. To
confirm this one only need make a cursory review of their consistent
abuse of authority over the last eight years.
For those who care about this institution and who want it to fulfill
its potential as a university, there can be no compromise. There can
be no retreat. The dye is cast. The course is clear. Miguel Nevarez,
Ronald Applbaum and F.J. Brewerton should resign or be fired
immediately.
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Vo,cEMilitary defended

~READER'S

To Joe Zambrano:
I have personally known well
over a dozen military personnel
who were caught doing something illegal, charged, given a
fair trial, found guilty (which they
were), sentenced to months in
the brig, and subsequently given
a dishonorable discharge. Their
offenses were desertion, dope
trafficing, sabotage, and theft of/
on govt. property, crimes a bit
more serious than "having acne",
or "painting trash cans". They
got exactly what they deserved._
The military cannot, and should
not, be run like a private civilian
organization. We have thousands
of years of history to show us that
strict discipline is the only practical way to run an effective
military. This "all chiefs and no

indians" military management
style just might have had a wee
bit to do with the fact that we lost
the Viet Nam War. Think about
it.
The days of the draft were one
thing, but in this day and age of
volunteer military service, there
are very, very few excuses for
going AWOL or disobeying a
direct order. If you are not willing to play by the rules, then
don't sign up.
As for you, Zambrano, you
should be more thankful that the
Marines are so well-trained.
Without people like them, you
might not be expressing your
opinion quite so freely.

Scott Fabian
Senior

EDITOR NEEDED
Publication: The Pan American newspaper
Term: Spring 1990
Students who wish to apply must submit:
•application
•official transcript
•three letters of recommendation sent di:
rectly to Joyce Prock, publications adviser
•a statement of philosophy or policies for
operation of the publication
Applications are available , at Emilia
Ramirez Hall, Room 100. All application
materials must be turned in at the publications office, Emilia Ramirez Hall 100, no
later than
Nov. 13 1989.
Interested applicants are not required to be
communication majors.

Parking-The parking lot project began
on Aug. 7 with a 90 day fin ishing
period.However,thelotopenedat
4 p.m. Thursday.
The estimated cost forthe base
bid was set at $226,749 which
was given to the Physical Plant
Department by the Higher Education System Assistance fund
Dan Davis ground supervisor
said.
The parking lot was constructed by South Texas Utility
Construction Company under
contract with the university.

Pumpkin
Criminal Justice, Delta Zeta,
Chemistry Club, Little Sisters,
Pre Med/Bio Med, Student Dietetic Association, University Art
League, Alpha Kappa Psi, Intercollegiate Knight Pages, Resident/night Assistants and Tri
Beta.
The traditional costume contest was also held and judged by
t~e audience on an applaud basis; the costume receiving the
most applause won.
First place for "best costume"
went to Pamela Garcia, a prehistoric cockroach.
Second and third place were
taken by Eddie Garcia and Joe
Hernandez, "Death and his
friend"; Cheryl Shelton, "Aunt
Edna the Witch"; and Honorable
Mention went to Delfino Cortez,
"Rockin' Buckin' Buck"
(Bronco).
In addition to the preplanned
activities, there was an unannounced dance that went on
during the night as the Houston
Sound Machine and Grupo De
Seo entenained the audience with
their musical performances.
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Horsing around-Nita Fa'lls, CIS sophomore, enjoys a brief dance with Buck the
Bronc at the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin Saturday.
(Photo by Nereo Ramos)
After the carnival ended,
anyone who wanted to continue
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with university festivities headed
over to the University Ballroom

for the "The Rocky Horror Pieture Show".
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Macintosh® computers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
ThroughJanuaty 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinaty PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.

New
Open ...
Close
·

•
•

.................•..•......••............••.•.••.•••••••....

Saue Rs ...
····························································

Print ...

OOP

Quit

OOQ

. .............•••.........................•...•••.....•••••.

~-r~~~-

!:=.«..,.--

••
The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 31.

Technology Resources
LRC 116

Hours: 8:00 am - 5:30 pm
Monday - Thursday
8:00 am - 12:00 n oon - Friday ·
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Spring plays cast
Classical concert scheduled
Pianist John Raimo joins violinist Marvin Eagle and pianist

Morley Grossman as featured soloists with the South Texas Chamber Orchestra Tuesday Nov. 7 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Raimo and Eagle will perform Haydn's Double Concerto.
The concert "Exclusively Strings", sponsored by the Texas
Symphony association and the university, will feature music for
string orchestra. Bach's Concerto and Dvorak' s Serenade will
complete the concert.
Advanced tickets may be purchased in McAllen at Melhart's,
Valley Keyboard and Jones and Jones; at UT-PA Theatre Box
Office, the Valley Chamber of Commerce, and the Chamber of
Edinburg, Donna, Weslaco and Harlingen. Advanced tickets are
$10 for adults, $9 for seniors citizens, and $5 for children under 18.
Prices at the door are $10 for adults and senior citizens, and $5 for
children under 18. For more infonnation, call the Symphony
Association at 381-8682

Hocus-pocus tobeexplained
"CURANDERISMO: Magic, Myths and Medical Facts" will be
presented by Dr. Robert T. Trotter II of Northern Arizona University, today during activity period in LA 101.
Trotter, who is being sponsored by the Anthropology Club, is
considered to be the founder of anthropology at this university.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

University Theatre presents play
The University Theatre will be presenting "The Glass Menagerie"
by Tennessee Williams from Nov. 28 through Dec.3.
The play stars are: Tina Atkins, Amanda; Chris Leka, Tom;
Melinda Marroquin, Laura; and William Downing, Jim. Linda Donahue is directing.
Students and faculty are admitted free with their valid I.D. and can
take a guest on student nights Nov. 28 and 29.
Tickets for the public are $5 and are sold at the box office. For
reservations or more infonnation, call 381-3581.

Co-madres speak
The U.S. Representative of CO-MADRE$, the Committee of
Mothers and Relatives of Political Prisoners, Disappeared, and
Assassinated of El Salvador, will speak to Valley residents
Saturday.
This is being held at the United Farmworkers BuildinginSan Juan
at 11 a.m.
They will also appear in Harlingen at 3 p.m. at the Assumption
Church, 1313 Buchanan St.
A reception for America Sosa, a Salvadorian member of
COMADRES who is being charged by the INS with being illegal
and deportable, will be held at St. Mary's Church Parish Hall, 1914
Barnard, Brownsville at 7 p.m.
Sosa will have her political asylum hearing in January. ·

Correction

The Oct. 26 issue of The Pan American stated information
concerning new bachelors in the nursing degree program as going
into effect in 1999. It should have read late 1992 or early 1993.
We apologize for any inconveniences caused by the error.

TYPING SERVICE: Research
papers, reports, etc. Proofreading & Editing. English & Spanish. Call 585-2838.
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP:

Retired English teacher. Near
campus. Glenn 383-2066.
IF YOU ARE HAVING PROBLEMS WITH YOUR GRADES,

social life, or have recently lost
your job due to alcohol and/or
drugs, WE CAN HELP. Call
Johnny, at 1-800-621-8580 or 1817-445-HELP.
FOR SALE:
BRAND NEW
WEDDING DRESS, never been

used. Size 10-12. Originally
$1,300--will sell for $700. All
accessories. Call Terry 7876288.
l l)

I

CLAUDIA RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer

The University Theatre has cast
the two plays for the spring semester, "School for Wives" and
"Romeo and Juliet".
The director for "School for
Wives" is Dr. Marian Mont a and
the director for "Romeo and Julliet'' is Dr. Doug Cummins.
The leads for "School for
Wives" are Arnold Corkill,
Chrysalde; Jeff Marquis, Amolphe; and Mara Lee Rowin , Agnes.
Other cast members are: Chris
Leka, Alain; Megan S. Richards,
Georgette; Chavez Ransom,
Horace; Cynthia Ransom, Notary; John Hadman Jr., Enrique;
Sean Roberts, Oronte.
The leads for "Romeo and Juliet'' are Chavez Ransom, as
Romeo and Lydia Lopez, as Juliet.
Cast are Frederick White, Escalus; Arnold Corkill, Mercutio;
Fidencio Zavala, Paris; and Steven Escobar, Paris' servant.
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Other cast are Gerardo
Gonzalez, Friar Lawrence;Ruben
Ramirez II, Friar John; Jeff
Marquis, An Apothecary of
Mantua; and John Hadman Jr.,
Ruben Balli, and Faustino Sanchez II , members of the watch.
The plays were cast early to
facilitate preparation for the
shows.
"I wanted to cast early so people
can prepare and so I can work
with them individually," Cummins said. "This way in March
we can start rehearsing the play
instead of learning it."

FOR A "COMPLIMENTARY"
FACIAL and Fall glamour make-

over call Nancy in Donna 4642147. Independent Mary Kay
beauty consultant.
REPORTS, TERM PAPER &
RESUMES TYPED. Documents

notarized. CAll 686-2999.
MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT
CARDS ON YOUR CAMPUS. Flex-

ible hours. Earn as much as $10/
hour. Only ten positions available. Call 1-800-950-8472, Ext.
3.
MONEY FOR YOU. Loans,
grants and scholarships. Write
GMG Services P.O. Box 3697
Edinburg, Texas, 78540-3697 '

I TYPERESUMES,RESEARCH
PAPERS, BOOK REPORTS, etc.,

at home. English and Spanish.
Call Nancy 631-0890 Sanchez
Business Services 8-5 p.m.

Too young to drink
Oct. 27 - Two minors were detained for being in possession of an
alcoholic beverage during a publicity party held by Phi Sigma Kappa.
The two students were then asked to leave the premises, and the
incident was referred to the dean of students.
Oct. 24-A student requiring medical attention was taken to Edinburg Hospital. The incident occurred in the Education Building.
Oct. 25-An unknown subject(s) shattered a window of the old gym
with a baseball. The damage was assessed at $250.
Oct. 25- A student enrolled in a music class was issued a musical
instrument. Subsequently the student dropped the class and failed to
return the instrument. Authorities recovered the instrument.
Oct. 25-A UT-PA employee was verbally abused by a student who
had requested a school transcript. The employee infonned the student
his school records were under a "HOLD".
Oct. 26-In parking lot C, during the evening hours, a two car
collision occurred. Vehicle #1 was traveling eastbound through the
parking lot; and vehicle #2 was traveling north bound, both vehicles
then encotinterect~ach other. ·
,
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Free flu
vaccines
available

W1N A. mA..C1NCOSh compucep.J
Pt.a..r ·1"

The Montague family are Eva
Hernandez, Lady Montague; Jeff
Marquis, Benvolio; and Sean
Roberts, Balthasar.
The Capulet family are Charles Morris, Capulet; Linda Donahue, Lady Capulet; Chris Leka,
Tybalt; Ron Martz, Old Capulet;
Cynthia Ransom, Nurse; Ruben
Ramirez II, Sampson; Steven
Escobar, Gregory; and Comrad
Ochoa, Servant.

CRIME REPORT

Bronc-O-Lympicentries due
Organizations interested in joining the annual Bronc-O-Lympics
must apply by Nov. 14.
Bronc-O-Lympics will be held Nov. 17 at 1 p.m. in the Science
Circle. Competition is limited to the first 10 team entries of 7
members and 2 alternates.
There is a mandatory $5 entry fee per 7-member team. This fee

includes a Bronc-O-Lympic T-shirt and help to underwrite the cost
of trophies and supplies.
F?r a~plications or further information, go by UC 205 or the
University Program Board (UPB) office, UC 116. You may also
call 381-2260 or 381-2266.

of Powe.,-·

Flu shots are available free of
charge to all UT-PA students,
and for a nominal fee to faculty
and staff.
Shots will be administered
on a first come first serve basis
at Student Health Servi~es,
Emilia Hall 107.
For more information call,
381-2511.

'Che compurertzed scn.ven':Jer hunr of rhe yen.r!

+Open ro a.LL Srudcnrs.
J=acuLry & Scaff
+No Prtor c01npurer
e_:,c.pc.,-ience re9ulred ro pky
+J=ree <ffcs for t:he flrsr
500 ro a.rrend rhe evenr
+J=ree ree shtrrs ro t:he

firsr 100 pa--r-ricipa.nrs

.

\Sp~ak~rs'forEducatlonal •Pfograms..•..

Acfopiion S~rvices · · ·. ·. . .
. ···•• ·• .): For Information CALL:

111111 :

w

·•· •

..

428-6242 - 428-6243

Licensed By The Texas Department Of Health

Suddenly, the obvious choice~

CrulMShlpJoba
HIRING Meo - Women. Summer/

Vear Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. CarlbbNn, Hawaii,
Bahamaa, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOWI Call relunclallle.

1-200-736-0775, Ext. IOO N.

••
.............

Sincerely Yours
1619 South C/osner

Edinburg

381-5661
+Centn comperirion will
ralu: p ~ e on November 15
~ 10:00 a..m. in d-,e; ')ousrin'J
'Jrou.nds"

Quesr of Power· ts an
easy ro pky "sca.ven'Jer hunr"
usln'J d-,e; ffiac:inrosh compurer.

+·1,.,

$7, 10

PlusTT&L

1990 MIGHTY MAX PICKUP
After looking at all the others, Mitsubishi value
looks even better. Mighty Max offers a long list
of extra features at no extra cost Plus so much
power and comfort, you'll want to make your
next ca truck I

1989 GALANT
Automatic AJC, Cassette

$12,200 PlusTT&L
$299. payments with $1,200down & 13.5
annual percentage rate with approv~
credit.

ECLIPSE TURBO NOW AVAILABLE!
Financing Available
• First Time Buyers Program
• College Graduate Program
• Preferred Customer Program

Cea1n• of fo-..r "kn"Jhr. wlll •eek ro flncl ~c ·rower· .... ,,.,'} clue• from

comp-..rcr
pr"'}rcvn. Ow: ftr•r ~rec rcc:u~u ro ft.-,i...h will receive c-..•rom Jc,."j,.,cd swca.rshirrs.
o,_ L....::1'1 ftnt.hcr wtll receive a. ffio.clnrosh SE-- 20 h'D comp-..rcr. a. $3.698 va.luel

Hallmark Cards
Russel Stover Candles
Brldal Registry
Gift Items

VIVIAN'S

•

FLOWER S H O P ~
116 N. 12th Street'
(East aide of CourlhoUM)

383-0871 Edinburg
WE DELIVER

~
no-"""-"

We accept all
major credit
cards.

Q.

We wtll rc<1Ch 1 0-.. ro

1.1SC d-.c world·• c"""lc:•r comp-..rcr ro kCL.rn or, d-.c d.:..
1 of t:he
evenr. No prlor_ c~p-..rer ~pe-rlc:r,ce is re9-..tred.

-~~/
MITSUBISHf
RIO GRANDE VALLEY

J=OR 010RE b€..CA.1LS... "DROP sy ROOm 116 OJ= Ch€- LEA.RN1NG
RESOURCE CENCER.
·

Sonia's
Beauty Boutique

Students H/C $4.00 • Reg. $6.00
Perm• $17.00 & up

.

Open Mon • Sat

8:~u~~~ p.m.

ON THE EXPRESSWAY • WESLACO

PROFESSIONAL

Contact:

PRODUCTS

SALON

Jim, Morris, Damian or Frank

383-4915

969-2828

423-7328

380-2239

1603 W. Unlv■n1hy, Sult■ F, Edinburg
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Bronc cagers
compete down under
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

The first competition ot the
year for the Bronc Cao-ers will be
b
f rom ' Down under' the
hoop as
the team goes up against the lllawarra Hawks from Sydney,
Australia. The Hawks play the
Broncs in the second game of
their 11-game United States tour.
" We're opening the season
real early this year-' Tuesday,
Nov. 7," Head coach Ken Wall
said. " We're playing a good
team from Australia in an exhibi-

tion game. It will be a regular
international game."
" We're giving away 500
Bronc basketball posters to students at our first game," Wall
continued. "Bronc basketball is
going to bigger than ever now
that we're the in The University
of Texas System. We want to
encourage everyone in the Valley to come out and see us play
the Australians. We don't play
another home game for two
weeks, against Ft. hood on Nov.
21. Then we have justtwo home
games before January," Wall
said.

Cagers 1989-90: Front row: Gabriel Valdez, Fred Young, Randy Henderson, Melvin Thomas, Steve Rochelle, Chris
Jones, Jesse Contreras, Jarrod Harrell, Keith Campbell, and Brett Hendricks. Back row: Head Coach Kevin Wall, Assistant Coach Kenny Clark, graduate assistant Roy Swift, Assistant Coach David Brown, Arturo Ormond, Clyde Davis,
Trainer Jim Lancaster, Mgr. Manny Marroquin, Mgr. Kris Egan, and Mgr. Louis Travis.
(Photo Tony Mercado)

Bronc tracksters
hold first meet 7 foot , Rainey heads Broncs
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

The track team held it's first
time trials of the year in a practice meet last Friday. The results
that came through were effective
and all of last years athletes
showed improvements from last
years performances.
"I was especially pleased with
the results of the throws jumps
and the men's 600 meter run,"
Head coach Reid Harter said. "
We have completed approximately two months of training,
and as can be expected, the older
athletes have adjusted well to the
training program. the younger
athletes are still at a stage where
the training regimen is looked
upon as being too extensive. This
perception will need to be
changed if these atheletes are to
be successful at this level of
compettion."
The team has an influx of new
athletes, especially on the
women's team where several
sprinter have been added to a
team tht previously had only
two.
Last year's national qualifier
Monica Wesley also showed the
general improvement of ti1e team.
Wesley cleared distances of 18 '6"
and 39'9" for the long and triple

jumps respectivley. Last year at
Seven feet tall, Steve Rainey
this time she did not even clear
18 feet or 39 feet in the time stands out in several ways. He's
tti::il~
the tallest man ever to play basOne of the high points of the ketball for the Broncs. He's one
trial was the high jump. This of the best students to be a Bronc
year there have been several Athlete. And he figures to make
jumpers added. including Pedro a major contribution his senior
Suarez a Seven foot jumper from year.
the university ofTexas at El Paso.
All of the jumpers cleared at
" Steve Rainey has come furleast 6'9".
ther than anybody in our proOne of the jumpers, junior, gram," says Head Coach Kevin
Reggie Besa, felt that his im- Wall." He has come from a toprovement from last year was tally disregarded Division I prosdue to the increased competition. pect, where few people thought
"I just came out and kept lose," he had a chance of playing major
Besa said. "I just kept on saying college basketball four years ago,
to myself that it was six feet. I to a current college prospect."
got up to six feet ten inches.
Last year at the time trials I just
"Rainey did a lot of work," spent hours in the weight room.
cleared 6'2"."
In the the 600m run the winner Wall contjJ;lued. ",tte to9k a lot He has had to make a lot of sacwas Carey Grant who ran 1: 19, a of beatings on the court. He rifices to get where he is. He has
pace that would have given him
a 1:49 800m.
Rottier
" The fall track meet is a preJ2.§_
Hairstyling
season competition," Harter said.
Bobby
"But it is very omportantin terms
Omar
of each athlete experiencing
success and gaining confidenc e
for the corning indoor season.
!i3a. 'l.bt: 'l. Sfwp
Academernically, this part of the
Ca II 383-9012
semester can be the most de520 E. University
for Appointment
manding due to mid-term exams
Edinburg. Texas
Walk·los also Welcome
and the preparation for the final
work to be completed."

687-7517

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLIY•WIDI

November Special
••...................
.••.•.........
. . ..........
HWHITE FLOUR .

..HPATOS
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TRY 'EM, YOU'LL
LIKE 'EM!

by Helen L. Gordon, C.S.
Tulsa, Okla.
Member, Christian Science Board of Lectureship

413 Nolana, Suite 2
P.O. Box 4504
McAllen

■

Church
911 Main

..

I
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"
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BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

,,_,

Railroad

Highway83

71

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC N!GHT
,. Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome

On Tuesdays Only!

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

Sponsored by
First Church of Christ,
Scientist

,1FTER 10:00 p.m. $ISO BAR DRINKS
TO I'EOI'LE WITH
JU.ACK & WHITE ATTIRE.

Wa ,v:11 decorate
& give you a
Bottle of Champagne
For FREE

• NO COVE R AND FREE DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 TO 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER 1.0. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBF ARY - McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133

FOR INFORMATION CALL

:
♦
:

423-4355
24 HOUR HOT LINE CALL

:
~

NUIIIU

ISTRY CENTERS

·············································
·············································

• Serving your families dental needs for 10 years.
• Dental insurance accepted.
• Open Monday - Friday 8 - 5, Saturday 8 - 1.
• Convenient payment plan - 90 days, same as cash

•

♦

:

♦

0■

Now everyone can afford to have Whiter & Brighter teeth.
Call our office for details on this new
revolutionary dental procedure.

1604 ED CAREY DR., SUITE 2

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
ABORTION INFORMATION
POST ABORTION COUNSELING
ADOPTION REFERRALS SERVICE

IIAIII flllN DOf

Brighter Smile

r·········:·~;RUNGEN··········1
:
• PREGNANCY
•
:
TESTING CENTER
i♦•
i
i♦
i
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
:
:
:
:

INCIALIDIIG I■ IIAIIDMADI fl. . TOlfflLUI
Ml. t'I OWN NOMIMAN ■ICINI AU. fOOD

-~
~

McAllen
(Child Care Provided)

♦

ONLY$2.95

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

Sunday,
November 5, 1989
3:00 p.m.
911 N. Main,
McAllen

----

!I

McALLIN (Pecan)........................................682•3 I '16
McALLEN (Bus. 83)........................................7-8269
McALLIN (No. IOth) ....................................682-1S76
IDINaU■G ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383-0725
a■OWNSYILLE ............................................S41-0241
MISSION •••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••••••••.••.•• 585-4545
WISLACO ••.••..•.••..••••••••••.••••••••.•.••.•••••••••••••. •••• 1414
HARLINGEN ................................................428••224

HARLINGEN, TX 78550

FREE BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
CELEBRATING £OMETHING?

2 Beef & Bean Patos
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
12 oz. Coke

NOW OPEN DAILY Al 7:00 A.M•.SUNDAY 9100 AA

YOU ARE INVITED TO THIS FREE PUBLIC lECl\JRE

South Dallas

to try a few more this year.
Hopefully, I can get some good
shots from the free-throw circle
because they don't think I can
shoot from there."
What about the fact that
Rainey is one of the best Bronc
students?
"I'm taking a monster this
semester-17 hours. My courses
are Corporate Tax, Advanced
Accounting Topics, Accounting
Theory, Production Management, International Business and
weightlifting.
And what future plans are there
for Steve Rainey?
"My Goal is to play pro basketball in Europe next year. I'd
like to get a few years under my
belt in Emope before I tt:..y it with
the big boys(the NBA)."

Et PATO

"The End of Your Rope ...
or the Beginning of Freedom?"

Newsletters,
Reports, Catalogs,
Business Forms, Booklets,
Church Worship Aids,
and Designed Logos

Carmen Gaytan

"My top thrill last season was
when I hit a 3-pointer at Louisiana Tech," Rainey said. "It's the
only one I've tried in two seasons. I was right behind the(3point) line at 4e top of the key. I
always wanted to do one. I want

fafcmt'~

Resumes,

~iSi.~~rofes!~.~~als in . • ",
uyout and,l \d Design

taken some ridicule. Three years
ago he wasn't much a factor on
the court. People would say,
'You're so big, you should be
able to do this.' And 'If I were as
big as you, I could do better.'
People were e:,i;pecting a lot out
of him because of his size."
Rainey has learned to throw
around his weight(230) and size
under the basket. Last season he
averaged 6.3 points, 4.3 rebounds. His 50.8 field goal per:::entage ranked third on the team.

:
:
:
:

♦

: I
: I
♦
: I

McAllen

682-1355

General Dentists:
Robert S. Kent, D.D.S.
Phillip E. Chafin, D.D.S.
William B. Milligan, D.D.S.

Edinburg

383-2031

300·A W. Expressway 83

1014 S. 10th Ave.

(ne><t to Ho/idome)

(behind Poter Piper Pizz.;)

--------------------Emergencies after office hours call 682-8833

GENERAL DENTISTRY CENTERS

: I 1 PERSON

$15 COMPLETE
DENTAL EXAM AND FULL
MOUTH X-RAY

oO~
e,oV1"
\\)e

\J~\

I
!
I
I

1-800-622-7388
..................................
. L---------------------J
EXP 3·1·90
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Broncos

CC women win 3rd straight title

Soccer ends Win 28-20
season

Ladies dominate, men take 3rd
ROB NEAGLE
Sports Writer

Three's a crowd, but that
doesn't bother the Lady Bronc
cross country team.
In fact, it's the UT-PA trophy
case that is getting crowded after
the Lady Broncs captured their
third straight American South
Conference cross country championship Monday in Lafayette,
l.a.
UT-PA placed five runners in
the top ten, led by Shanna Hale's
second place finish, just four
seconds away from the championship. Her 18:00 clocking was
just short of Arkansas State's
Monika Kiebe, who ran a 17:56.
Thelma Morales (18:09), Diana Garcia (18:12), and Sylvia
Rodriguez(18:34)tookthefourth
through sixth places. Laura Arteaga's 18:50earned ht!r8th place
and secured the victory for the
Lady _Broncs.

UT-PA had 25 points. Southwestern Louisiana was second
with 59, followed by Arkansas
State (90), New Orleans (98),
Louisiana Tech (100), and Lamar
(130).
"I was impressed with the way
everybody ran," Harter said.
"Sylvia Rodriguez was probably
the most motivated and improved
since last year. But I'm still
happy with everybody. I like to
win."
The Lady Broncs now look
ahead to the NCAA Re!!ion VI
meet which will be Nov. 11 in
Denton. They finished 7th here
last year.
"It's going to be real tough,"
said Harter. "We're going to get
a lot of good experience here for
the runners next year. We're
going against tough teams like
Arkansas and Texas. We're still
going to try our best, though. We
always do."

ROB NEAGLE
Sports Writer

finishers were Luis Guevera
(13th), Nelson Galloso (14th),
Alfred Gonzales (23rd), Valentin
The men's cross country team Trevino (25th), Eddie Calderson
went trick-or-treating a day early
(28th), and Robert Houlihan
on Monday at the American (34th).
South Conference cross country
Lamar's Swedish superstar
championships in Lafayette, La.
Jonas Lundstrom captured the
They came away with an empty
indvidual crown, dashing to a
bag.
24:40 time. Teammate Ian MulHeavily favored Lamar placed
len was his closest pursuer,
four runners in the top five and
completing the five-mile course
ran away with the team champi- in 24:59.
onship by a whopping 42 points
The bronze medal finish broke
over runner-up Louisiana Tech.
The Broncs came in third, led a streak for the Broncs, who had
by Rudy Lopez' 6th place finish. placed second the pasttwo years.
He was the only Bronc to place in It was the second consecutive
men's title for Lamar.
the top ten.
UT-PA now looks forward to
Despite the disappointing rethe
Region VlmeetonNov.11 in
sults, coach Reid Harter wasn't
Denton. Despite the third place
too upset.
"The men ran a good race. In finish, Coach Harter' s confidence
order for them to win, the would' level has not been diminished.
"If the men run as well in
have had to run the race of their
lives," he said. "Lamar ran a Denton as they did in Lafayette,
super race, and Louisiana Tech they s!10uld still do well,"he said.
"They may even have a chance tc
ran great, too."
Besides Lopez, the other Bronc go to the NCAA's."

The soccer team ended it's
season with good and bad results. Last Saturday the team
defeated the College of Southwest in San Antonio, 3-1. Euton
Sunday the team was beaten by
the University of North Texas in
Denton 6-1.
" Basically we went to the
game with thirteen of our fifteen
players, after our first game one
of the players was ejected and
another player was injured, so
we ended up with eleven players," Moran Continued. "It was
our last game I just wish we could
have won it."
Despite ending the year on a
low not Moran is ready to begin
again next year. The team is
losing six players but Moran is
confident that the team will be
stronger than last year.
" The leading scorer Damian
Morguiais only a freshman, along
with the second leading scorer
Salvador Garcia, and the fourth
Jorge Cavazos." Moran said.
"We are already in the process of making the team for the
'90 season." Moran said.

The Broncos had what could
be called a close call last week in
their 28-20 win against the University of Coahuila at Edinburg
Stadium. It could be called a
::lose call becacuse in the previous three games the Broncos have
defeated their opponents by a
score of 150-0.
The main d1tterence ot the
game was the quarterback, Joe
Estrada. Estrada completed 16
of 27 passes for 239 yards and
three touchdowns.
Following the opening touchdown Estrada pulled the Broncos within one point on a 13 yard
TD pass to Dean McClaugherty.
Following this the the Broncos
took a 12-7 lead on David Montano's 9 yard catch.
Coahuila came and mad the
score 13-12 on an 85 yard TD
pass. They added another score
with a 26 yard pass to make the
score 20-12.
This was the last scor that they
would make.
David Montano came alive and
tromped 68 yards for score
toward the end of the frist half.
The capping play was made by
McCaugherty on 35 yard pass
from Estrada.

Final Clearance Sale
Savings 50°/o - 80°/o ·off

•
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Sale Days
Nov. 2=10
Special Hours

•

I

Nov. 2 (7:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.)
Nov. 3 (7:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Nov. 6 - 9 (7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
Nov. 10 (7:30 - 1 p.m.)

Come in and get any item with
Pan American University Logo
for up to 80% off.

The University of Texas
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Abortion debate covers no new ground
CLAUDIA RODRIGUEL
Staff Writer

The leaders of the national prochoice and pro-life movements
debated Sunday in front of asoldout audience in the Fine Arts
Auditorium.
The two debaters used descriptions of abortion and constitutional arguments for individual
privacy as the means with which
to persuade listeners to their
points of view.
In her introductory speech,
Sarah Weddington, the prochoice advocate, discussed the
three main points of the historic
1973 case Roe vs. Wade, which
she won at the age of 27.
She began her presentation by
Sarah Weddington
questoning whether preganancy
is fundamental. Arguing that
pregnancy has often been used as the Constitution. The Supreme
a means of discrimination, she Court has recognized the implied
cited the dropout rate of high rights of privacy indirectly writschool students and working ten into the Constitution and has
women who are oftentimes ex- extended these to include having
pected to abandon personal goals an abortion.
when pregnant.
Her third belief, that the state
Weddington's second argu- should not regulate abortion, was
ment was that having an abortion supported with the argument that
was a private matter protected by the main objective behind the

Official bus stop
to be located
near restaurant
RAY GOMEZ
Copy Editor

Finalized plans for an official
bus stop for students using buses
to get to and from the university
were announced at a Student
Government Association (SGA)
meeting Friday.
Officials from the city of
Edinburg, university officials and
representatives from Valley
Transit Co. agreed the area of
2nd street next to the "El Pato"
rest~urant and across from the
round driveway near the Fine
Arts Auditorium would be designated as an official bus stop.
"Regardless if the.re':; students
here who want it to stop or not,
the bus is going tc.• ~top there,"
John DuPree, SGA pr~sident,
said.
··
Although the SCA still faces
the problems of liability, an attempt to acquire land to build a
bus shelter in the new vicinity is
being considered.
"What we need to work on is
either getting some property for
the (bus) shelter donated here, or
we need to consider whether we
want to do a bus shelter or not,"
DuPree said.
Land had been donated to the
orcranization w build a bus shelte;earlier on University Dr. next
to Piaa Hut. Due to unforeseen
problems with liabilit¥. ~d tlie
desicrnation of an offlc1al bus
stop~ plans to build on the donated land were halted.

In addition, a traffic light will
be installed and a crosswalk
painted to aid students using the
bus system.
Previously, students would
have to wave down buses.
In other action:
•DuPree and Cynthia Almaguer, University Program Board
president, were appointed as UTPan American student representatives to the Student Advisory
Council of the University of
Texas Board of Regents.
President Miguel Nevarez
made the appointments to the
two positions available.
•Senior senator Enna Marlene
. Lugo is seeking volunteers to
help the Hidalgo County Juvenile Court counsel youngsters
brought before it. The program
is designed to help juveniles
between the ages of 10 and 16
and deals with youngsters who
are first time offenders committing class "C" misdemeanors.
'Those interested should either
call 381 -2517 or go by the SGA
office located in UC 317.
•An ad hoc committee designed by SGA to identify campus problems is seeking participants willing to help find solutions to those problems. Volunteers are asked to sign up at the
SGA office.
•A run-off between the top
three proposed SGA logos will
be :1eld after they are publicly
displayed in the SGA office.

Tuition installment payments:

Pay by Nov. 29 or no credit
Students who do not pay their final tuition installment payment
by Nov. 29 will not receive credit for their classes and will not be
reinstated into the university.
To avoid this, students must pay the amount owed in full plus an
additional $25 reinstatement fee before the deadline.
For more information, call the office of Payments and Collections at 381-2715.

Constitution of the United States unborn babies, do not have the
itself was to limit the power of "right-to-life".
government from interfering with
Phyllis Schlafly, pro-life ada person's life. She also included vocate, began presenting her
that a person must be born to view by describing the methods
attain these rights and that a preg- of abortion.
nant woman does not count twice
She defended pro-life by sayin a census.
ing it should not depend on
Weddington continued her whether a person is wanted or
argument that a fetus is not a not.
person through the example of a
Schlafly described in detail the
pregnant woman suffering a various abortion methods includmiscarriage early in her preg- ing the suction method which is
nancy not triggering a family 29 times stronger than that of an
funeral.
average vacuum cleaner and the
"There are all kinds of ways in scraping and lining of the uterus
which we have never treated a method in which a spoon shaped
fetus as a person 'with legal knife is inserted into the woman's
rights," Weddington said.
womb, cuts the baby out and then
She also mentioned the 14th scrapes the uterus walls.
amendment of the Constitution
W eddingtonresponded to those
giving rights to born citizens. She
accusations
by explaining that
also mentioned women crossing
an
abortion
is
a medical procethe border to attain citizenship
dure
that
although
is sometimes
for their children don't come
not
wanted
is
still
needed.
across to get pregnant, but only
to give birth, because this is when
She said that Schlafly used the
term "baby" to appeal to emolife legally begins.
Schlafly pointed out that the tion:; rather than use the specific
14th amendment gives rights to terms describing the growth
born citizens, but that it does not occurring in a woman's womb
say that non-citizens, such as such as zygote, embryo, etc.

Schlafly argued the government does not make women
pregnant, but it should protect
the rights of the unborn to have
access to life.
"You should not have choice
for certain things: physical abuse,
illegal drugs, sex with minors
and you should not have the right
to choose to kill an unborn baby,"
Schlafly said.
Schlafly added that the government was not trying to interfere with a person's life and it
was not making the woman carry
the pregnancy to term. It is merely
protecting the right-to-life of its
citizens.

Phyllis . Schlafly
Weddington feels the government should not force women
either way. She believes no one
should decide for someone else,
and we should not let the government decide for us.
"It irnot a strangers decision to
make for us it is one we should
make for ourselves," Weddington said.

Schlafly ended with "Choice
for what? Not choice to take away
the 'right to life• from someone
else".
·
Weddington repeated her stand
to the audience, but now as a
question.
"Who do you think ought to
have the final choice-the person or the state?"

FSIC's investigation:

Exposes baseless charges
BEATRIZ MOYA
Staff Writer

The Faculty Senate Investigating Committee (FSIC) stated in
its final report that there is absolutely no basis for any of the
charges brought against the two
business administration professors under fire.
"We looked for evidence of
wrongdoing and found nothing,"
Dr. Kevin R. Morse, FSIC

member, said. "Maybe there's
some hidden document that
damns them all but we ctidn 't
find it."
'
According to the 30 page report by the FSIC, the Merit
Improvement Committee (MIC)
of the School of Business Administration (SOBA) concluded
that "both faculty members engaged in a deliberate, persistent
and fraudulent effort to acquire

unwarranted amounts of travel
money and credit for merit salary
increases."
The report goes on to say that
the MIC failed to provide conelusive evidence supporing the
alleged offenses.
Dr. Robert Lonard, FSIC chairman, recommended that the
Faculty Senate take two weeks
fromNov.1-Nov.15tocarefully
study the report Lonard also

i;uggested a joint committee
c~mposed of the executive comrmttee and FSIC should decide
what possible actions the senate
sho?ld take after the two week
review.
The FSIC report will be deliverect to all faculty members ofthe
university.
The Faculty Senate will meet
again on Nov. 15.

Complaints spur dormitory repairs
CLAUDIA RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer

Repairs have been made at the
Residence Halls and others are
planned due to continuous complaints by students.
Santiago Villanueva, assistant
dean of students and director of
housing and recreation, has begun by ordering the repair of the
sewer system in both halls.
Villanueva says it is the most
important and critical repair.
The rooms and bathrooms for
handicap students have been
remodeled to add to their commodity. The showers have been
enlarged to allow wheelchairs to
fit and the mirrors have been
tilted.
Cameras and monitors have
been placed at both the men's
and women's donnitories to

provide more protection.
Villanueva hopes to undergo
these pending repairs in a years
time.
The elevator at the men's dorm
has been remodeled with formica
and the women's dorm elevator
soon will also.
"It makes the elevator look

brighter and cleaner this way,"
Villanueva said.
A new television set and a new
microwave have been placed at
the men's hall. In addition, new
shower curtains have been ordered.
Other reparrs are on the way
are: new air-conditioning, boiler

repairs, automatic doors for the
handicap, new furniture, thirty
new matresses. a phone system
for the rooms and alarms for the
balcony doors.
"The money left over will be
used in future projects" Villanueva said.

Free • flu
vaccines
avai'lable
Flu shots are available free of
charge to all UT-PA students,
and for a nominal fee to faculty
and staff.
Shots will be administered
on a first come fust serve basis
at Student Health Servi~es,
Emilia Hall 107.
For more information call,
381-2511.

Low outcome-A Hidalgo County precinct in Edinburg shows only 250 voters
casted their ballots by 5 p.m. Tuesd_ay.
(Photo by Joel Martinez)
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EDITORIAL

Voter turnout shows
disinterest to
improve itself
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wenty-one constitutional amendments were brought
before the citizens of Texas to decide the fate of their
· own posterity. Texas Secretary of State George
Bayoud said, "Unfortunately, history tells us that
despite the importance of the constitutional amendment elections,
they generally yield low statewide voter turnout totals."
The turnout of registered voters for amendment elections
throughout the 1980's has ranged from 11.6 percent to 12.8 percent. The fate of the 21 amendments of which several were to
proportionally effect the Rio Grande Valley has been placed on the
shoulders of a small number of Texans.

l.T'5

l-1 MIT!i

1987 marked the exception to the low percentage turnout when a
referendum on legalizing pari-mutual gambling on horse and dog
races was among the ledgers of proposed amendments. Due to the
gambling referendum, 7.34 million voters cast ballots making that
amendment's voting percentage the highest of the decade at 30.6
percent. •
"The issues are too important to let a small number of people
decide their outcome," Bayoud said. Rio Grande Valley colonias
are suffering because of insufficient water and sewer systems that
are causing illness and perpetuating inhumane environments.. Yet,
when the opponunity to help arises the individuals who are being
effected sit down and become spectators.
Generally, the ones voting are those that are worried about how it .,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__
is going to effect their bank account which then excludes programs
that would otherwise be allotted to lower income citizens. Every
American has the right to petition the Constitution, especially if its
purpose is to upgrade the social environment. However, if their
intentions are just to cause a commotion and then become witnesses when the opportunity arises to take some action, they ·
should just sit down with their mouth shut.
went with an open mind. I was going
to listen to both sides of the issue and
The words of Bayoud should be heeded. When he said that the
give both women credit on any good
issues are too important to be left to a small number of people.
comments
they made. Nevertheless, after
The people as a majority should attend the elections if any hope for
the
introductory
speech, I knew the abortion
the less fortunate and economic environment is to occur.
debate wasn't going to be what I expected.
Statistics show that when Texas elects a governor, only 50
percent of registered voters cast ballots. Any change in the state
In a cold society like ours where the truth
Constitution is significant and all Texans should be concerned
is based on f!,lcts, and not emotions, Phyllis
enough to at least get up off their lazy rears and cast their ballots.
Schlafly, the pro-life advocate, lost the abor. History shows lhe average voter is supposedly too busy to vote . tion debate by'a7ands!ide. The only thing
or has an excuse or some kind. Excuses are virtually obsolete with Schlafly managed to do was infuriate me and
the state's "no-excuses" absentee voting law in effect. The voting
reconfirm my pro-choice stand.
law allows voters to cast ballots during a 17-day advance period,
She might have changed the opinion of
ending four days prior to the election day.
those middle-of-the-road audience members
Propositions 1 and 11, both of which concern money for state
and even some pro-choice advocates during
senators and representatives, had the most pre-election attention
her introductory speech when she described
focused on. These two propositions are what the majority of the
methods of aborting "the child," but she lost
voters are paying attention to. If there is any hope for the construe- all hope after that. Her arguments were weak,
. tion of a sewer and water 's ystem for Valley colonias, then Val- .
she rambled endlessly on subjects and never
quite answered questions posed to her.
leyites need to vote for proposition 2.
By observing the two women, it" was easy
· There will always be citizens who choose not to vote, but it takes
to see that Sarah Weddington, the pro-choice
more time and effort to change what the state has voted on than it
advocate, was confident, is a competent
does to originally impose what the state wanted to begin with.
debater and is very knowledgeable on the
. Vote to help yourselves. J:?o not become a couch potatoe wishsubject.
ing things were better while allowing the economy to crumble.
For example, when asked what a drugaddicted, pregnant woman should do knowL·ETT E RS POL ICY:
ing her child will also be an addict, Weddington responded that it should be the woman's
"The Pan American" welcomes input from all readers. Letters
decision. Only she knows what action is best
for
her and should be supported regardless of
to the editor should be 250 words or less. They may be edited
whether one agrees with her or not. Quesfor libelous statements, newspaper style, correct spelling and
tion answered.
Schlafly on the-other hand, responded that
grammatical errors. Letters with the use of vulgar expressions
a woman should definitely not be·ad vised to
will not run. All letters must be signed and include the
have an abortion.
writer's telephone number, and where applicable, major and
_She then proceeded to say that in the last
· five to 10 years society has proven that
classification or job title. Letters must be typed and
activities such as smoking and alcohol affect
double-spaced. Names may be withheld upon request.
the fetus. This had nothing to do with the
question at hand. If she was trying to get
Letters must be submitted at the Student Publications Office,
across the idea that pregnant women should
Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Friday prior to publication. The
not smoke or drink alcoholic beverages, she
failed. Schlafly did not offer anything subeditors reserve the right to not print any letter. If interested in

Pro-lifer appeals to heart, not mind

I

CIRCUS
LIFE
LETICIA CAVAZOS
Editor

fetus is interfering with the rights of another
person, the mother.
Schlafly said she agreed a woman could
have an abortion if her life depended on it.
When a woman's life is in danger because of
a pregnancy, then an abortion is considered
acceptable. Well, women are going to have
abortions whether they are legal or not. The
sanitary conditions are the only difference.
If abortions are criminalized, the mother's
life will be in danger. This is what pro-lifers
are supposedly trying to prevent when they
, approve of abortions in the first place.
Finally, Schlafly mentioned financial
circumstances were a reason women sought
abortions.

stantial; she just instructed what should not
be done. What should be done then prolifers?
Schlaflythen brought in the religious angle
of"the Creator" as an argument. Her belief,
as many pro-lifer followers share, is that
only He should end a life and that death
"Right-to-life should not depend on
should be naturally faced. Life should be
money,"
Schlafly said.
lived as long asitisnaturallypossible. If this
is the case then we should do away with all
Later, when asked for her opuuon on
things that obstruct us from ournatural deaths, publicly funded daycare services, she said
such as Student Health Services, hospitals, fmancial circumstances were not an issue.
medication, medical schools and doctors.
Women having abortions as a result of diffiSchlafly says the government's objective cult financial circumstances, should be disis to protect the "right to life" of its people. A cussed. Schlafly simply doesn 'tknow where
government whose objective is to protect the she stands or has not studied
the problem
rights to living wouldn't train its people to indepth. By not doing so, Schlafly is merely
risk death in warfare. It wouldn't build concentrating on the problem rather than
inadequate housing subjecting its citizens to exploring potential causes. As sad as it may
disease and possible death .
seem, there are women who literally can not
She also said the government was no~ afford to have children to clothe, feed or
interfering in a person's life nor was it forc- much even, put in daycare services.
ing a woman to carry a pregnancy to terrri by
Pro-life and pro-choice advocates will not
advocating pro-life laws.
come
to an agreement anytime in the near
Saying a woman cannot have an abortion
future.
Therefore, they should both work on
unless her life is in danger is interfering in
.
helping
to prevent unwanted pregnancies
her life, and it is forcing a woman to carry
waste their time debating against
rather
than
a pregnancy to term. They don't give a
each
other.
woman any other choice.
Furthermore, it is understood that an indi- . Pro-advocates are especially wasting theu
vidual can do anything he/she wants as long time, however, when debating with someas it doesn't interfere with someone else's ~ne like Phyl~is Schlafly whose only defense
rights. As Schalfly put it, "Your right to hit m the battle 1s appealing to an individual's·
me ends where my nose begins." Well, that softside instead of their mind.

writing a guest column, contact the editor.
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Cold war .meltdown makes mush
A
FOOD FOR

pparently the cold war has changed
gears from deep freeze to de-frost
or Soviet leaders have e;<iten one to
many bowls of borsch.
The Soviet Union recently announced it
would allow nations within the Warsaw Pact
to_ pursue their own political aspirations
without fear of any form of retaliation.

THOUGHT
RAYGOMEZ
Copy Editor

This announcement is unprecedented
co~sidering the past political usurpations
~h1ch have occurred when any Soviet satel!ite has attempte9 to pursue its own political
ideology, as _witne~sed in Hungary and
Czechoslovakia dunng the earlier years of
Soviet communism.
G~ven the latest events occurring in the
Soviet block,_suc~ as the election and acceptance of Sohdanty leaders in Poland, the
legal exodus of thousands of East Germans
seeking "freedom" in West Germany and the
coal miners strike within the Soviet Union
itse_lf, the Soviets are seemingly living up to
theJI announcement, for the meantime .
The Soviets, however, are hardly in a

position to pnwent these changes from occurring anyway.
A crackdown on dissent, which surely
would have followed during the StalinBrezhnev eras, is hardly apropos with the
political liberties the Soviets are currently
championing.
Not only would the crackdown retard
Gorbachev's political attempts to sell "perestroika" to the west, but it would make bad
press.
The modern day Peter the Great can't afford to offend western leaders now. Gorbachev would instant! y be labeled a fake and
lose hard earned credibility.

On th~ oth~r hand, perhaps the current
c~anges m P?hcy are whathardline commu~1sts are hopmg for. It would not be the first
~ime so~eone sh!fted blame around to cover
1or one s own mistakes.

Poland's problems are still Poland's only
under a new leadership. West Ge~any
mu st no:V ~ to employ the political refug~es which It has attracted. Job markets are
stif! enough as they are without an additional
nation to feed and clothe.
~eanwhile, the Soviet coal miners are
~emg held resp_onsible for the loss of milhons ?f rubl~s m that nation's most costly
expenmentat10n with striking.
Even ~ith democratic reforms, the problems facing these people are still essentially
the same. The problems will only have new
nam~~ such as, socialism, right/left wing
coaht10ns and capitalism.
For those making the transition and those
pressing for reforms though, the grass underneath the melting snow does appear t..1 bJ
greener.
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Doty speaks
his mind
To the editor:
This is in response to the article written by Joe
Zambrano entitled "Military philosophy questioned" in the Oct. 26 issue of The Pan American.
Joe addresses the fact that the military does not
tolerate questioning orders and( or policies . :rtiis
statement is not true. The fact 1s that the military
does not tolerate immediate question of orders.
There is a time and place to question orders, one of
them not being on the field of battle. After the
order is carried out, and it must be a lawful order,
the person receiving the order may question the
reasoning behind such an order. Any unlawful
order that is given is not to be carried out, that is
taught in boot camp.
The statement that "Marines are taught to kill,
raid, and take an objective by means of fire power
and close combat" is correct. This is the objective
of the Marine Corps. The United States Marine
Corps is not just an organization that teaches how
to kill, the Corps is rich in tradition and stresses
respect for human life. The motto "for God,
Corps, and Country" is what every U:S. Marin~ is
taught to Ii ve by. The Marine Corps IS somethillg

you can not possib:y understand if you have not
been part of the band of brothers Joe. One more
thing on this, NOBODY EVER LEARNS TO
TOLERATE BURYING AN E-TOOL IN ANOTHER PERSON'S HEAD!
Now, on the subject of "wanting to study Physics" over yelling "kill 'en all, let God sort them
out". While I was stationed at Twenty-Nine Palms
in California, the Marine Corps encouraged us tc
further our education. In fact if we Wf re to attend
the College of the Dessen the Corps would pay for
part of our tuition! Nobody in the history of the
Corps has ever received a federal conviction for
wanting to get an education.
Individuals arenotcoun-martialedfornotpainting a trash can, or for not getting a hair cut, or even
for being absent without leave. In order to be
coun-martialed for being AWOL you would have
had to be a deserter, not someone who decided he
wantedanextendedvacationfor afewdays. Upon
receiving a federal conviction a citizen does not
lose the right to vote or own property either. My
brother received such a conviction and he owns a
house, voted in the last election and has lived in
three states since then (without having to get the
states permission).
The story about PFC Neil really brothers me Joe.
Any member of the armed forces can leave the
base he is assigned to when he pleases, as long as
he is not on duty. The only time deadly force is

The Student Government Association
would like to pay tribute to
its students of the month.
The Student Senators have performed commendably
on the Student Senate as well as several commitees.

used is against an armed suspect. If you have any
evidence to prove me wrong please feel free to
come by the SGA office and show it to me.
Dan Doty
Freshman

Zambrano rebuts

burying an E-tool in someo~e,s head is inhum~e
is because they were somethillg other than a Manne
infantryman, REMF.
Marine Corps Tradition, I would not want to
change it, but that has nothing to do with the legal
authority that the military now holds.
Everything is based on true observations, anything seeming ~nlawful was what was meant
about the military going unquestioned.
As for me, Fabian, I am grateful for being well
trained so that we might give people like you the
chance to express your opinion quite freely. Out
of respect of the dead war veterans, I make this the
last letter from the above topic.
Joe Zambrano
Managing Editor
USMC/0311 Infantry,
Raiding CO.

To the editor:
This is in response to the letter written by Scott
Fabian in the Nov. 2 issue of The Pan American.
Individuals being prosecuted for crimes that are
considered a felony in the civilian world is not
what I was talking about in the column. The fact
that you know people that were caught do~g
something illegal and given a dishonorable discharge is besides the point. If you have felons as
friends then that, as the Marine Corps would put it,
sounds like a personal problem to me. If the
government feels fit to impose. a ~is~onora?le
discharge to a felon then that 1s Justice beillg
served. I do agree with what you briefly said about
"having acne", or "painting trash cans" being less
To the editor:
serious but that, sir, is my point.
Since the scholarly membe~ of the FSIC, have
Additionally,Ialso agree that the militaf)'. should deemed it appropriate, can I wnte one paper ill my
freshman year, change the title accordingly, and
not run as a civilian organization but ill turn
civilian organizations should n~t us~ military inresubmit it over and over for each of my_class~s
formation to rule them out of society 1f the charges
requiring a paper (provided subject ~atteris appliwere something such as,earlier said, "having acne".
cable)? It sure will save me a lot of time and.effort.
The individuals that were ruled out based on that
Or, do I have to have a doctorate before Jh~s tn>e
no longer have the right to even join _the ROTC
of behavior is acceptable? Perhaps this 1s Just
much less hold a government occupation.
another case of "Do as I say, not as I do."
Individual Vietnam deserters were accepted
Name withheld by request
back by serving community work. It is peace
Editor's note: The acronym FSIC stands for
time, and you want to permanently damage these
people's record. I remember an incident in_ the Faculty Senate Investigative Committee.
Philippines when my unit was called as are_act1on- • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
ary force with orders t~at it was not a ~I. The
Marines that were hesitant were the big mouth
gung-ho eggheads that were eager to write up
charges for thinking wrong of the Marine Corps,
not that the charges would ever fly. It was th_e
individuals that one day wanted to return to the~
families the ones that wished to be leaders, engineers th~ true dreamers that this country is based
on th~t chose to defend what the they believed in,
and not the individual governmen~ official~..
If an individual can not cope with the rmlitary
and then just punish him/her and let them on there
way. It is cost~g ~~ payers abo1;1t $20,~00 to
court-martial an illdiv1dual before discharging the
person for a felony such as not painting a trash can,
in addition to the funds used to keep the prisoner
alive.
My beginning question was how much autho:ity does the military have outside the fie_ld, not m
iml')leqiate cqmb~t. Anybody who Jhj.\11.(s t!1at~
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Present this coupon when ordenng any entree, and you II receive
a regular order of fries, and a 16 oz. soft drink free. Offer good
at any part,cipating Whataburger. restaurant. Coupon valid only
between 10:00 p.m. & 7 00 a.m. May not be used in conjunction
with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit
EXPIRES 1 2/3 1/ 89 .

WHATABURGER.

HOT, FRESH AND MADE TO ORDElt"'

J

)BRONC ··OitYMPICS '89
Jv1CJ'v1J .XXX:lX

FRI., NOVrRM.BEP f/f~J{41~00 EMSCIENCE QUA\I)4
Deadline for organizations to submit applications Is Nov. 14, 2 p.m..
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Faculty trombonist Wallace Tucker will perform two works,
"Three Pieces for Trombone Trio" for E flat alto trombone and tape
by Gordon Jacob, and " Heartland" for B flat tenor trombone and
tape by Mark Hendricks.
Dr. John Raimo will assist Isadore and Montoya-Waldman as
piano accompaniment.
General admission will be $3. Special admission for senior
citizens and students is $2.
For more information, call the music departMent at 381-3471.

Jazz ensemble jives Tuesday
The university Jazz Ensemble will performNov. 14 at 8 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.
The band will play tunes such as "In the Mood" by Joe Garland
"Gro~vin' Hard" by Don Menza and "Scrapple from the Apple" by
Charlie Parker. They will also play some original songs.
Other pieces to be performed include "Two Over Easy" by Isi
Rudnick, "Dr. Drakas"byPeteLengyel and "Such anElegantMan"
by Mike Loveless.
The concert is open to the public, and the cost is $2 for students and
senior citizens and $3 for adults.
For more information, contact Norma Hinojosa at 381-3471.

Campus artwork is on display
Drawings, paintings and prints from the University Collection are
currently on display at the University Theatre Gallery located in
CAS 100.
The University Collection consists of pieces of artwork that have
either been purchased by or donated to the university.
The artwork will be shown from now to Nov. 16. Hours for
viewing artwork are Mondays and Wednesdays from 9 to 11 a.m.
and from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3 to 5
p.m. and right before major theater productions between 7 to 9 p.m.
For more information contact the Art Department at 381-3480.

Health majors meet today
The Department of Health and Kinesiology will hold a meeting
today in the gallery area of the H&PE II building at 7 p.m.
Attendance by all health and kinesiology majors is mandatory.
For more information contact the Health and Kinesiology Department at 381-3501.

Panel to discuss racial issues
The UT- Pan Am History Club and Phi Alpha Theta will sponsor a
panel and discussion on the problell1;5 of assimil~ti?n for racial ~d Ticklin g the ivories-Dr. Morley Gros~ma~ of
ethnic groups in the UnitedStatesdunngthe 1950 smLA 101 dunng the UT-PA music department performs his piano
activityperiodonNov.16.
.
solo during a performance of the South. T~xas
The panel will consist of Dr. AlNelson,professorof sociology, Dr. Ch amber Orchestra in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
RudyRocha,professorofhistory,andDr.AndrewYox,professorof .__
· ___________
(Photo
Mercado)
history.
_ _ _by
_Tony
___
_ ___.

Free movies showing at UC
The movies "Less Than Zero" and "Major League" will be
screened for students free of charge at 1 p.m. in the second floor of
the University Center today.
"Coming to America" will be presented Nov. 15 at 7 p.m. and
Nov. 16 after the one o'clock showing of "Raw."
For more information on upcoming films and events call the
University Program Board at 381-2266.
'

----+I

Blood drive Nov. 14-16
A Fall Blood Drive is being held at the LRC Lobby Area for
students,faculty,staff and the public Nov. 14-16from 9a.m. to4p.m.
Community work is being sponsored by Student Health Service and
United Blood Services.
Student Health Service requests that anybody donating blood eat
something before having blood extracted from their system.

CLASSIFIED

TYPING SERVICE: Research
papers, reports, etc. Proofreading & Editing. English & Spanish. Call 585-2838.
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP:

Retired English teacher. Near
campus. Glenn 383-2066.
IF YOU ARE HAVING PROB-

Artists perform chamber music social life, or have recently lost

LEMS WITH YOUR GRADES,

Guest and faculty artists will present a program of solo and
chamber music this Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Auditorium.
W arks to be performed by guest artists include the "Sonata
Romantica," written by Manuel Ponce, and performed by classical
guitarist, John Ford; "Sonata No. 2 in E flat Major" written by
Johannes Br~, pHformed by clarinetis4 David Isadore and
"Frauenliebe t)n't1 -Leben" sung by soprano, Lucila MontoyaWaldman.

W1N

~

your job due to alcohol and/or
drugs, WE CAN HELP. Call
Johnny, at 1-800-621-8580 or 1817-445-HELP.
FOR A "COMPLIMENTARY"
FACIAL and Fall glamour make-

over call Nancy in Donna 4642147. Independent Mary Kay
beauty consultant.

m~C1NCOSh compuceµ.J
Pta.r

·1" Q,.ae.r of Powe.,..·

'Che compu-rer-ized sca..ven'Fr hunt:

Grand Prize!
Macintosh® SE-20
computer.

R, ME REP o R r I
D-1---- le
'b•:•:❖:%/4',Ait:;flj(:;:'.h}Wi~falkMl¥':::ff::=:::?V~:::::,,:4:;'4WftF'~%tfiJh&t=:<:f:-:>.K-j

For more information, contact the history and philosphy department
at 383-3561.

MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT
CARDSONYOURCAMPUS. Flex-

ible hours. Earn as much as $10/
hour. Only ten positions available. Call 1-800-950-8472, Ext.

3.
MONEY FOR YOU. Loans,
grants and scholarships. Write
GMG Services P.O. Box 3697,
Edinburg, Texas, 78540-3697

I TYPE RESUMES, RESEARCH
PAPERS, BOOK REPORTS, etc.,

at home. English and Spanish.
Call Nancy 631-0890 Sanchez
Business _S ervices 8-5 p.m.
NATIONAL
MARKETING
FIRM SEEKS MATURE STUDENT
TO MANAGE on-campus promo-

tionsfor top companies this
school year. Flexible hours with
earnings potential to $2,500 per
semester. Must be organized.
hard working and money motivated. Call Lisa Goodwin at (800)
592-2121.
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT

of -rhe 1 ea..rl

Open ro nlL Sru.dcnrs,
J=acuky & Srnff

$3,698 Retail Value

REPORTS, TERM PAPER &
RESUMES TYPED. Documents

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READINGBOOKS! $32,000/year

notarized. CAll 686-2999.

income potential. Details. (1)
602-8383-8885 Ext. BK 4490.
ATTENTION-HIRING! Governmentjobs-your area. $17,840$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext. R4490.

HOMES from $1 (U repair).

Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885
Ext. GH 4490.

Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyer's Guide.
1-602-838-8885 Ext. A 4490.

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT COMMUNITY
THAT OFFERS SO MUCH MORE ...
Luxurious 1, 2, and
3 bedroom
2 swimming pools

+J=ree ':J'°frs for t:he flrsr
+J=ree -rec shlrrs -ro t:he
flrs-r 100 pn-rrtclpnnrs

Nov. 5, a student residing at the women's dormitories slashed her
wrist at approximately 5: 19 p.m. Security was called to open her door
and an ambulance took her to the hospital. After receiving 6 stitches,
she was released to the custody of the head resident of the dormitories.
Oct. 31, a 1978 Chevrolet caught on fire at the intersection of Sugar
Rd. and Van Week. University police assisted at the scene.
Oct. 31, a female student, residing at the women's dormitory,
received a harassing telephone call from a male subject.
Oct. 31, a male subject assaulted a female subject in the photo lab
of the CAS building. Police have been looking for him and will arrest
him as soon as he is found. Assault is a third degree felony.
Nov. 3, two students living in the women's dormitory engaged in
a fight with on.e.aoother. A girl trying to.separate them was injured and
taken to Edinburg-Hospita:l. No charges have been filed.
Nov. 3, an unknown subject(s) started a fire in the 3rd floor men's
restroom of the CAS building. The responding university police
officer extinguished the fire.
Nov. 3, two students residing in the women's dormitory engaged in
an argument in which abusive language was used. Charges were filed
on one of the girls by the other .

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.

. . . . _ • • • • • • • • • +No Prtor compu:rer
~perlence re9ulred ro pla..y

500 ro a.rcend Che evenr

Girl slits own wrist

.

Tennis courts

.

Family and adult
Beautifully
landscaped
Close to schools walk to Pan Am

+Cecun comperi-rton wlll
on November 15
10.00 ~m. ln d-,c ')ous-ctn':I

rnke place
a.t:"

Under the Tent in front
of the Science Circle.

<JrouncL."

Cabana with
bar-b-que
On site management-24-hour emergency
maintenance
Courtesy security

+"ln Quesr of Power·
e'1Sy -ro pla..y "scn..ven'Jer

ls

cu,

hunr·
usin'J ~ ffia.cln-rosh compurer.

Great New
Management!

Teams of four "knights" will seek to find the "power" using clues from a computer program.
The first three teams to finish will receive custom designed sweatshirts. One lucky finisher
will receive a Macintosh SE-20 HD computer, a $3,698 value!
We will teach you to use the world's easiest computer to learn on the day of the event. No
prior computer experience is required.

FOR MORE DETAILS ... DROP BY ROOM 116 OF THE LEARNING
RESOURCE CENTER.

EL BOSQUE
1609 WEST SCHUNIOA • EDINBURG TEXAS 78539

512-383-8382 • 512-383-6162

S P O R T S-----------------------

Bronc golfers take 4th

•

.>~~,

.

I

I,

ROB NEAGLE
Sports Writer

-

The Bronc golf team, paced by
senior Paul Mannolejo's 3rd
place finish, captured 4th place
this past week at the UT-PA Golf
Classic at the Club at Cimarron
in Mission.
Texas Wesleyan captured the
team title, overtaking heavily
favored Lamar on the final day
for the championship. Robby
Koch of Texas Wesleyan captured the individual title, firing a
66 in the final ::mnd for a 207
total, nine under par for three
. rounds. TWC's 866 total bested
Lamar by six shots. Texas Lutheran was third with an 886.
UT-PA opened with a 292 in
Monday'i: morning round '1nd
wa:; !P.. .-;eco:1.cJ place behind
Lamar's blistering 279. The

.

Off to Louisiana-The "Mustangs," winners of the UT-PA Intramural
flag football competition, will compete for the national championship in
New Orleans.
Members are (bottom) Andrew Garza, Rick Hinojosa,
Rolando Rodriquez, (top) Horace Pequeno, Joey Aquilar and Cary Hudson.
Not shown are Genaro Marquez, David Gomez and Paul Medeles.
(Photo by Nereo Ramos)

Intramural action continues
The intramural women's threeon-three basketballchampionhas
been chosen. EBOB defeated
the Red Team to claim the crown
The members of EBOB are
Melissa Gonzalez, Hilda Salinas
-and Alicia Cavazos.
Men's three-on-three are currently in the semi-finals. The
teams remaining are the Boys in
the Hood, the Gladiators, The
Kats, C. Reinegers Team, Run
and Shoot, and the only undefeated team, the Has Beens.
The winners of three-on-three
for the fall will go against the

Professionals in
Layout and Ad Design
Carmen Gaytan
687-7517

winners from the spring and the
"TSTI will come down and
champion from that will go to we'll play out by the soccer field
San Antonio for the Chic super- at 3:30," Cuellar said. "The
hoop regionals. The two top
teams from this will have a chance winner will have the bragging
toplayduringhalf-timeataSpurs rights to the Valley."
"We are still accepting entries
game.
for the Volleyball Tournament,"
The winner of the free throw Cuellar continued. "Volleyball
contest is Abel Ardo Escobar.
The winner of the three point will start on Nov. 21, but all
shot was Oscar Perez who made entries are due on the 20.
18.
"Raquetball is about to begin
The Fourth Annual Turkey and the turnout is good," Cuellar
Bowl is also underway, but the added.
date has been changed to Nov. · "Tennis always takes a long
time because the people play on
16.
their own time," Cuellar said.
"Sometimes it takes as long as
Resumes, Newsletters,
the whole semester before they
Reports, Catalogs,
are finished."
Business Forms, Booklets,
Though it began over a montn
Church Worship Aids,
ago the tennis intramurals are
and Designed Logos
only about halfway through.
413 Nolana, Su1:e 2
P.O. Box 4504
McA:ltm

Allen Floral
by Betty Inc.

1320 N. Closner
(N. Hwy281)

Edinburg

HAIRMASTERS
15% Discount for PAU

Students and Faculty

383-6822

383-8611

Visa ,. MC ,. Amex

FTD Teleflora AFS

383-9133

••
+u...-L

WALK-INS WELCOME

Sincerely Yours

2002 W. University

Edinburg, Tx

1619 South Clo•ner
Edinburg

381-5661

South Dallas

Hallmark Cards
Russel Stover Candles
Brldal Registry
Gift Items

Broncs shot another steady 294
and stood in third place going
into Tuesday's final round, where
they struggled to a 304 and
dropped to fourth.
Mannolejo shot back to back
72's in the first two rounds, then
fired a 2-underpar70 on the final
day to nab third place honors.
Through two rounds, freshman
Joakim Peterson was tied for third
after rounds of 70 and 71, before
skying to an 84 in the final round.
Genaro Davila fired three consecutive 78's. Kevin Cherkowski opened with a pair of 75's,
then had an even par 72 on the
final day. Henry Bannworth
rounded out the UT-PA team,
opening with rounds of7 5 and 7 6

• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!

FR':E BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
8:00-10:00 p.m.
CELEBRATING

!:OMETHING?

TRY 'EM, YOU'LL
LIKE 'EMI

,1FTER 10:00 p.m. $1.50 BAR DRIN
TO PEOPLE WITH
BI.ACK & WHITE ATTIRE.

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

VIVIAN'S •
FLOWER S H O P ~
116 N. 12th Street~
(East •Ide of CourthoUH}

• NO COVER AND FREE DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 TO 20 YEAR OLDS.
PrtOPEA I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY • McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133

"We've played three tournaments now, so we have a some
momentum going into the next
one," he continued. "We know
what we have to do now, and we
have some experience to do it."
The Bronc~ leave Sunday for
their next ton.1.nament, which will
be at the Club at Sonterra in San
Antonio.

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

Sonia's
Beauty Boutique
Students H/C $4.00 • Reg. $6.00
Perms $17.00 & up
Open Mon • Sat

.8:~~;;~

383-0871 Edinburg
~

WEDELIVER

1~....,_

We accept all
malor credit
cards.

n.-o1~•

383-9035

4i!
•

•

p.m.

PROFESSIONAL •
SALON
PRODUCTS

380-2239

1603 W. University, Suit• F, Edinburg

•

-I!•·.....

•

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

Brighter Smile

November Special

Now everyone can afford to have Whiter & Brighter teeth.
Call our office for details on this new
revolutionary dental procedure.

2 Beef & Bean Patos
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
12 oz. Coke

• Serving your families dental needs for 10 years.
• Dental insurance accepted.
• Open Monday • Friday 8 . 5, Saturday 8 • 1.

!I

• Convenient payment plan - 90 days, same as cash.

ONLY$2.95

McAllen

682-1355

INCIALWNG IN NANIMADI FLOUI TNTILLAS
.... I'S OWII HOMIMADI IICINI ALL NOD
MADI fllSN DAILY ON NUUIIS

NOW OPEN DAILY Al 7:00 A.M.•SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.
Wa ·.~:II decorate
t. give you a
Bonle of Char,,pagne
For FREE

"We had four freshmen on the
team," he said. "Paul was the
only senior on the team, and he
played very well, although he
could have played better. The
others played well, too."

THE
FAIR · SHt\KE

VALL■T•WIDE

..••••.. WHITE FLOUR
..••••••
....:s ..__PATOS
_________.

Coach Tony Guerrero looks at
the t?urnament as a learning
expenence.

How many times in the history of the world has even when you are trying your hardest, you 're not.
a group of people been on a downside? You know
This is the case with the Lady Bronc basketball
the times when everything goes wrong and there team. Even if they are having bad times they
seems to be no way of winning. These times come should be able to fall back on some part of the
as often as the rain and anyone who says that they school for support. Otherwise they haven't got
don't know what I am talking about has got to be a anyone to fal! back on.
member of some other genus or species besides the
The Dallas Cowboys are having a rough time and
one we know as homosapiens. But in these times they lonk IL~e one of the most terrible teams in the
of trials and tribulations there is always a light at NFL. If you go to Dallas, though, you will be able
the end of the schedule and there is almost always to find people who are waiting, who still have faith
someone telling you that there is a light at the end that the losing streak is just a phase.
of the tunnel.
This is the case of the women's basketball team. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -........
Now If you look back at the statistics from years
passed and see what the team has accomplished
you might just be prone to say, "Let'sjustgetrid of
the program and put the money into something
e1~1- " - " ,...- 1"! r· • ,..
Tnisis the general consensus that I have encountered through my conversations with people around
DAYID HUNTER
the school. I have a problem with this.
Sports Editor
Now, yes, it is true that the only thing that the
basketball team is known for is its streak of consecutive losses, but how many people have ever .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..
seen the turnout at the games of the Lady Bronc
Now the analogy between the Cowboys and the
basketball team or almost any other sport besides Lady Broncs may be a bit far-fetched, but the mesmen's basketball and baseball. I have seen more sage should still come across.
people turn out for a Saturday morning 1-A high
Any team that is bad can get better. It just takes
school freshmen team.
the proper mentality. The Lady Broncs are already
Now a good argument to go against this would in the process ofgetting better. Additional players,
be, "Well I went to one of their games and it was so a new coach and a lot of hard work will improve the
bad that I could have done my homework there." team, but it is going to take something else. Any
This is where the psychology comes in and where good team is only as good as its fan support. When
we go back to those hard times. Even when you 're players know that they have people in the stands
enduring hard times and everything is going wrong that are counting on them to bring home the win, it
for you time it is your family that you can look to makes them work harder.
no matter what. If everyone else in the outside
Being an athlete myself, I know how it feels to
world laughs at you, you go to your mom, your dad, come out onto the field or into the stadium and see
brother or sister, or a good friend. If they turn you it full. I also know how it feels to come out and see
down you tend to just LET everything go bad and it empty. We should support our Lady Broncs.

Et PATO

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC N~GHT

before floundering to an 84 on
the final day .

Lady Bronc basketball:
should we care?

BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!
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MISSION ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• sas.ases

WIS LACO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••69■ 1414
HARLINGEN ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••428■6224

Edinburg

383-2031

300-A W. Expressway 83

101.; :::. 10th Ave.

(next to Holidome)

(behind Peter Piper Pizz..:)

-----------------~--Emergencies after office hours call 682-8833

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan)........................................682•3 I 76
McALLEN (Bus. 83)......................................687-8269
McALLEN (No. IOth) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••682■ 1576
EDINBURG••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383 ■0725
BROWNSVILLE ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••54 I .024 I

General Dentists:
Robert S. Kent, D.D.S.
Phillip E. Chafin, D.D.S.
William B. Milligan, D.D.S.

I

I
I

GENERAL DENTISTRY CENTERS

I 1 PERSON

$15 COMPLETE
DENTAL EXAM AND FULL
MOUTH X-RAY

~o~
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oopsters down Aussies
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

The first match for the Bronc
Cagers came up with a successful result. The Broncs d~feated
the Illawarra Hawks of Australia
Tuesday by a score of 78-76.
The team will have two weeks
before they have their next game
on.Nov. 21 against the Tankers
of Ft. Hood.
Head Coach Kevin Wall was
not satisfied with the performance, but content.
"I thought we looked awful
raggedy," Wall said. "But for
being this early in the season a lot
of the good things are not going
to come easy."

The starting five for the game
were Clyde Davis, Melvin Thomas, Gabriel Valdez, Fred
Young, and Steve Rainey but all
the players rotated throughout
the game. A key player, Keith
Cambell, sat out of the game due
to an injury.
The opening tip of the game
was taken by the Broncs and the
momentum rolled their way early
in the first half. A strong charge
taken by Clyde Davis gave the
Broncs an emotional boost. The
Broncs dominated the Hawks
despite having problems early
on.
The Hawks came back, though,
andtooktheleadwith8:01. They

EDITOR WANTED
Publication: The Pan American newspaper
Term: Spring 1990
Students who wish to apply must submit:
•applica tion
•official transcript
•three letters of recomme ndation sent directly to Joyce Prock, publications advis er
•a statement of philosophy or policies for
operation of the publication
Applications are available at Emilia
Ramirez Hall, Room 100. All application
materials must be turned in at the publica tions office, Emilia Ramirez Ha l l 100, no
later than
Nov. 13 1989.
Interes ted applicants are not required to be
communication majors.

would hold this lead for most of
the game.
Trying to bring the Broncs
back, Melvin Thomas went up
for a super slam on a Brett Andricks assist to make the score
33-32. Thomas lead the team in
points with 27 and Andricks lead
the team in assist with eight.
Ending the first half the Broncs
were down by nine points in a
38-47 score. The Broncs showed
poorly in both the field-goal and
free-throws with 41 % and 46%
respectively.
Coming into the second half
the problems seemed even more
apparent. Steve Rainey missed a
slam early in the second half and
silenced the crowd. The team
was also hurt by the play of the
Hawks' A. J. White.
In the final seven minutes of
play, Thomas came alive with
14 points including a steal and
stuff and the points to take the
first lead of the second half. The
win was capped by a Davis steal
with the clock shot near zero.
After inbounding the ball, Valdez was fouled and made both
shots.
The Hawks had a chance to tie
the game and send it into overtime by making a shot and getting a foul. After making the first
free throw making it a two point
game, the Hawks missed the
following free throw. Rainey
grabbed the rebound and ended
the game.
"We have two weeks to work
on things," Wall said, "now we
can really make some strides.
We' 11 be a better team when Ft.
Hood comes down."

Making the moves-#11 Clyde Davis makes a powerful move against a
persistent Aussie defender in Tuesday night's Bronc basketball
exhibition opener. The Broncs defeated the Australian team by a score of
78-76. Their next game wi ll be against the Tankers from Ft. Hood,TX in
the UT-PA fieldhouse.
(Photo by Delcia Lopez)

File

New
Open ...

•
Macintosh®computers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple®Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.
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The Macintosh Sale.

Hours: 8:00 am - S:30 pm

Now through January 31.

8:00 am - 12:00 noon - Friday

Technology Resources
LRC 116

Monday - Thursday

OOQ
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I.Q. group seeks members Baseball ends season;
MARIA ELENA OVIEDO
Staff Writer

MENSA is an international
organization whose name is Latin
Valley members of the social for "table". To be welcomed by
group MENSA are seeking new this group, one can be perfectly
normal in every aspect but one:
members and a new home.
John Hess, a Mensa member
from McAllen, would like to see intelligence. Its only membership reql!irement is a ~core on a
this change.
standardizedl.Q. testh1gherthan
"I would like to see more young
people from Pan Am join 98~ o~ the ~eneral population
~~!PNSA to make a local chapter which 1s eqmvalent to a score of
29 on the ACT or 1250 on the
m the Valley," Hess said.
SAT.
Presently, the closest chapter
for the Rio_Grande Valley is the
MENSA was founded in Great
Corpus Christi ~hapter.
Britain in 1946 by two English
Hess joined MENSA when he barristers. Created with the hope
attended Pan American Univer- of helping mankind by bringing
sit_y. An MBA graduate, Hess highly intelligent people together
said that the most important socially, it has grown to include
aspect of joining MENSA was over75,000membersin 98 coun"meeting some of the most inter- tries.
esting people who don't hesitate
MENSAmembersrepresentall
to make opinions."
ages from four to 94, but most are
"The more intelligence people between 20 and 49. Education
~av,~, the stranger their personal- ranges from preschoolers to high
ity, Hess added.
school dropouts to Ph.D.s.

MENSA members hold a variety
of occupations ranging from scientists to farmers and professors
to truck drivers.
The American extension was
founded in New York as a nonprofit organization in 1960.
Membershiphasgrowntonearly
55,000 in 144 local chapters in
all 50 states, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands.
Local chapters elect their own
officers and set their own agen~as. They have monthly gatherings for conversation and companionship among other activities.
For more information about
MENSA, or to take an at-home
test to see if you might qualify
(send a $9.00 check or money
order), write to MENSA, Dept.
MK, 2626 East 14th Street,
Brooklyn, NY 11235-3992, or
contact John Hess at 632-2650 or
687-6436.

defeats Southmost

The last scrimmage for the fall
season of practice for the baseball team went well. Over a two
day period the Broncs defeated
Texas Southmost for the second
time this year with a score of 25-

The results might have been
different but several team members had been hurt preceding the
game.

The finale of five weeks of
practice came out with good
results including a grand slam
and a couple of home runs.

. "There were a bunch of injunes last week," Ogletree said. •'It
could have made a differen :;e
beca~se most of_the injured players _will be playmg for us in the
spnng."

"Both hitting and pitching are
coming through," pitcher Keith
Martin said. "Fielding was already there."

Ogletree felt that the results of
the preseason were promising,
but that there was a lot of work
still to be done.

5.

The team overpowered TSC in
every aspect of competition. The
large amount of prospect:: may
have had something to do with
this.
"We have lots of in squad
competition," head coach Al
Ogletree said. "We use this (fall
training) to fina uut in general
who is goingtoplay. It also helps
to get the kids to know each
other."

"We 're going to have to play a
lo~ be~~er in the spring," Ogletree
said. The teams that we will be
playing will be a lot better than
Texas Southmost."
Many players were of the samt
opinion as Ogletree. A lot of
work is still needed to strengthen
the team.
"We have young ano 1m:A1Jvuenced pitching," said pitcher Loy
Gillis. "But we won because of
our hitting and defense. The

staning rotation is going to hav.e
to be tough and we are going to
have.to come 1;hrough with strong
consistent relief."
The team closes down shop
now and will not practice actively untilJ an. 9. The first game
does not take place until almost a
monthlateronFeb. 3-4 when the
~earn will take on Northwood
l;niversity here.
"I'm glad that were are playin&
d0wn here," Ogletree said. "I'd
hate to go up north where it's
cold."

Looking for a job
where you can
boss people
around?
The Pan American is looking
for a new editor. Pick up an
application at Emilia Ramirez
Hall, Room 100.
Deadline is Nov. 13.

Last 2 Days
Final Clearance Sale

Savings 50% - 80°/o Off

The University of Texas
Pan American Bookstore
University Dr. & 4th St.

381-2251

Store Hours

Nov. 9 (7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
Nov. 10 (7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.)

~productive
Services

Treasure Hills
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlin-gen, Tx. 78550

... In Assaciation with A~opt{on Affiliates
•.. Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
~ Pregnancy Testing
Ill!' Problem Pregnancy Counseling
. . Pregnancy Termination(tsJ & 2nd Trimester)
-M.ornihg .After Treatment" ····•··• ...·
Family.J)lc:1nhing/Birth Contro1 ,9ounseling
Speak.ers For Educational Programs
IP.Ill Adoption Services
_
.
~

!!II

iilll

For Information CALL:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed By The Texas Department Of Health

--t:·€-~,-~~

Suddenly, the obvious choice~

1990 MIGHTY MAX PICKUP

$6' 700

PlusTT&L

1990 3-DOOR MIRAGE

$6, 700

PlusTT&L

Come join us for the gigantic sale this
Friday, Nov. 10 & Saturday, Nov. 11.
Live KRIX 99.5 Remote with the Gunner,
free cokes & Pizza.

Financing Available
Smith Corona presents three products that can
help make schoolwork academic.
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word
Processor is in a class by itself. It's so compact it can
fit in the most compact dorm room.Yet, thanks to
features like a built-in disk drive, 100,000 character
DataDisk capacit)'i and a crystal clear displa½ it
makes it easy to transform B's into Ns.
For those who prefer an electronic typewriter,
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of
preference. With its 16 character display and approximately 7,000 characters of editable memol")'i

you can have the convenience of word processing
features with the simplicity of a typewriter.
Of course, the pocket-size Spell-Right'" 300P
also comes with impeccable references. In this
case, a built-in electronic dictional")'i a thesaurus,
a calculatm; even a collection of challenging
word games.
So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude at
the end of this year,
SMITl-1
don't forget to think fil.JII
CORON~
Smith Corona at the
TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH'"
beginning of this year.

For more mformauon on these products, wntc to Smith Corona Corporaoon, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or Smith Corona Canada, 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIB IY4.

• First time b~yer's program • College Graduate* Preferred Customers

Jltl6~f
MITSUBISHf
RIO GRANDE VALLEY

ON THE EXPRESSWAY• WESLACO
Contact:

Jim, Morris, Damian or Frank

383-4915

969-2828

423·7328

Gilberto Diaz, D.O.
Director of Emergency Medicine, Edinburg General Hospital
Staff Physician, Emergency Medicine, McAllen Medical Center
Pan American Class of 1976
TCOM Class of 1980

I'm proud of.my D.O. distinction.
Part of the osteopathic philosophy is to serve where you 're needed most. I came
back to the Valley because there's a tremendous need for medical care here. I
never know what's going to come througl-) the emergency room door next, but I
love it. For me, satisfaction lies in the challenge of tending to such a variety of
illnesses and injuries. This profession requires comprehensive medical
knowledge. My patients deserve it. And I won't settle for anything less.

All medical training is tough.
The people make the difference.
Whether you choose the 0.0. or the M.D. route, you have to pass the same
licensing exam in order to practice medicine in Texas. To succeed, you need
individual attention in medical school. You need to be treated like a person, not
a number. You need to be comfortable and confident in your classroom, lab and
clinic situations. TCOM helped bring out the best in me. I know I made the
right decision.

Choose the medical school that's best for you.

TEXAS COLLEGE OF
OSTEOPATHIC . MEDICINE
FORT WORTH
Find out more about TCOM and osteopathic medicine.
TCOM representatives will be on campus

Wednesday, November 15, 11:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Science Building
See your premed advisor for details
or call toll-free 1-800-535-TCOM
TCO 1 i'> under the direction of the Uni,ersity of North Texas Board of Regents
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Lady Cagers end 2-year streak
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

History was made by the basketball Lady Broncs Tuesday as
they upset the Lady Rattlers of
St. Mary's University 77-52,
bringing to a stop the second
longest losing streak in the
NCAA Division I.
The game began with the Lady
Broncs taking an early lead and
St. Mary's inability to get a field
goal until well into the first half.
The starting five of Shelli Ingram, Cheryl Boyle, Kelly
Crouch, Melinda Sandoval and
Veronica Guerratielped lead the
team to the victory.
In the first half, Pan Am dominated the offensive boards and
gained several shots off of rebounds. The Lady Broncs also
had control of the defensive end
of the court as Sandoval stole the
ball for several scores.

Offensive domination in the
first half was handled by Crouch,
Ingram, Boyle and Rhonda Carrington.
St. Mary's gained some key
points after the Lady Broncs had
problems with communication
after substitutions. Hicks was
dissatisfied by the mistakes but
was satisfied with the win.
"We need to play smarter,"
Hickssaid. "Wecanalwaysplay
better. In defense we made some
silly mistakes."
Even with silly mistakes the
Lady Broncs lead at the half 3117. This lead did not change
hands for the entire game.
Coming into the second half,
the Lady cagers were a bit more
casual than they had been in the
first, but clearly showed they
wantedawin. IngramandCrouse
quickly raised the score by ten
points.
The defensive end of the cour.
was held by guards Ronnie

Guerra, Melinda Sandoval and
Iris Garza. All three had steals
and saves during the game.
Also coming alive in the second half was Rhonda Carrington
who had eight points in the second half and 17 overall.
The other leading scorers were
Ingram with 18, Crouse with 12,
and Boyle with 12.
Toward the end of the game,
the team began to relax and St.
Mary's began a rally that would
cut its defict by about 10 points.
"Offensively they got casual,"
Hicks said. "As a group they
played good but they didn't shoc,t
the ball really well."
The Lady Broncs reacted,
however, and managed to extend
a lead that was almost 30 points
ahead of St. Mary's.
"It's kind of like a black cloud
being lifted off the whole program," Hicks said. "Nowwecan
put this behind us and start working on thenextthing. It'sanever
ending process."

Salary cut alarms union
DAVID GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

The Texas State Teacher's
Association and National Education Association's (TSTANEA) local union wary of a
possible salary decrease is preparing for the upcoming UT
System Board of Regents meeting in December.
"(We) don't want to be caught
unprepared,just in case the board
tries to get a salary derease
passed," Gloria Gilpatrick, union president, said.
Last August the Board of Regents tried to pass a resolution
that would have cut some or most
of the entry level salaries by up to
25 percent.

Gilpatrik said that regents tried
to do this by "railroading" their
initiative through and nor-letting
them have a chance to gather any
opposition. Despite this, Gilpatrick says that the union did
manage to at least stall any salary
decreases.
Gilpatrick believes that efforts
on both parts of the union and
faculty union helped prevent the
salary decrease.
"I think we did have a pretty
good impact in that one," Gilpatricksaid. "The faculty union also
helped us with that."
Dr. Miguel Nevarez, UT-PA
president, denied accusations that
the board was trying to force a
cut in faculty salaries

•• FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE ••
These examination schedules apply to the Edinburg campus only

Day Classes

-

Thursday, December 7
All TT English 1301 classes
9:30 a.m.
All MWF English 1301 classes
11:30 a.m .
All evening English 1301 classes
6:45 p.m.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

9:30
11:30
2:30
4 :30

Monday, December 11
MWF-1 classes
a.m.
a.m.
MWF-5 classes
TT-2
p.m.
classes
TT-5
classes
p.m.

( 7:45
(11:45
( 9:10
( 2:35

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

9:30
11:30
2 :30
4 :30

Tuesday, December 12
TT-1
classes
a.m.
MWF-2 classes
a.m.
MW-6 classes
p.m.
classes
TT-6
p.m.

( 7:45
( 8:45 (12:45 ( 4:00

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m .
p.m.
p.m.

9:30
11 :30
2:30
4:30

Wednesday, December 13
classes
TT-3
a.m.
MW-7 classes
a .m.
MWF-4 classes
p.m .
MW-8 classes
p.m.

(10 :35
( 2:10
(10:45
( 3:35

7:45 a.m.
9 :45 a.m.
12.45 p.m.

Thursday, December 14
MWF-3 classes
9 :30 a.m.
MW-9 classes
11:30 a.m.
TT-4
classes
2:30 p.m.

Getting the classifications in
step with the UT System could
possibly be in effect by the next
fall semester.

LETICIA CAVAZOS
Editor

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

-

Nevarez said the Board was
trying to increase the classification of employees. With this,
beginning teachers could receive
a possible increase of3.4 percent
in salaries.
·

~-~

Looking for room to pass-Lady Bronc #24, Michel Hill, looks for help. The Lady
Broncs broke their losing streak Tuesday night against St. Mary's Rattlers, final
score 77-52.
(Photo by Delcia Lopez)

Freeman: Topple Nevarez

Friday, December 8
Math 1300 c:asses
10:15 a.m.
Math 1334 classes
12:30 p.m.
All Math 1340 classes
2:45 p.m.

8:30 a.m .
10:45 a.m.
1:00 p.m .

Nevarez also says that people
had plenty of time to prepare
their presentations and that the
Board was never considering any
faculty pay cuts.

According to "guestimates"
from the personnel department,
Nevarez said the re-classification of employees could cost the
university up to $170,000.

FALL SEMESTER 1989-1990

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

"We've been studying it for
two years," Nevarez said. "As a
matter of fact, complaints were
that we were taking too long to
do it."

8:35)
12:35)
10:25)
3:50)

-

9:00)
9:35)
2:00)
5:15)

11:50)
3:25)
11 :35)
4:50)

( 9:45
10:35)
( 5:00
6:15)
( 1:10 - 2:25)

Saturday classes: Examinations will be given at regular class time on December 9.
Evening classes: Final examinations will be given at regular class time beginning on Thursday, December 7, 1989. and ending on Wednesday, December 13,
1989 (Periods 11-14 considered evening classes).
NOTE: Examinations should be given only at the time designated If an examination needs to be shifted from the scheduled time, prior approval by the appropriate
school dean 1s required Examinations for double period classes should be given
at the time scheduled for the first hour the class meets.

A political science professor
accused the university administration of not caring about the
university and called for faculty
and students to demonstrate at
graduation Dec.17 and daily until
the administration topples.
He likened the mission of
toppling the university admini~
stration to that of the people of
Eastern European countries that
had recently toppled communist
leaders.
Speaking before about 30
people at a Philosophy Club
meeting last week, Dr. Sam Freeman discussed what he called the
"immorality of the administration of this university."
Freeman said at after eight
years of oppression,... and mendacity c:1 the part of the administration, the faculty has finally
discovered it has a backbone, and
that it is "tired of all this nonsense."
Freeman cited examples of

how he thinks the administration
has acted "immorally."
Specifically he cited the policy passed several years ago by
theBoardofRegentswhichstated
the university and no element in
the university could co-sponsor
any event with any organization
outside the university that was
politically partisan.
The focus was on who the cosponsor was, not the event, Freeman said.
"The policy was never enforced because the policy was
illegal," he said. "But our good
Dr. Nevarez refused to do one
thing to prevent Ricardo Hinojosa
(regent) from forcing this policy
on the university."
Nevarez' position, Freeman
said, was, "Yes, it's a policy; yes
it's a problem; but don't worry
about it, I'm not going to enforce
it."
Freeman said the sponsorship
policy as the beginning of his
education "with respect to the
dishonesty and immorality of the
administration of this university."

Another example Freeman
cited was that of insufficient
funds in the workstudy program.
"Nevru-ez' response, Flores'
(Dr. Roy Flores, former vice
president of business affairs)
response and the response of the
rest of the administration including the Dean of Students, Judy
Vinson, who's supposed to be
the advocate of the students of
this university, was tough shit,"
Freeman said.
At that time the university cut
workstudy awards from 14 to 11
hours.
[More werkstudy students
than expected returned to school
that spring, resulting in an excessive demand for funds. Three
hours were cut from every award
to avoid dropping some students
entirely, the financial aid office
announced at the time. Workstudy hours have since been returned to 12 hours.]
· Freeman said the university
had the money but would not put
the additional money for that
use.
"Flores told a group of stu-

dents, 'I am responsible to do
what's best for the university,
and it's simply not in the interest
of the university to spend this
money on that,"' Freeman said.
Freeman said the administration's attitude toward the students has been we-don't-care
since "the day Dr. Nevru-ez
stepped in to the president's office, since the day Ronald Applbaum set foot on this campus."
Dr. Ronald Applbaum is academic vice president.
"And when we get down to
the deans, it does not improve
very much," Freeman said.
Speaking not only of the academic deans, Freeman particularly cited "our illustrious Dean
of Students, Judy Vinson."
"They don't care," he said.
"They've demonstrated itrepeatedly. They believe that nothing
is too good for Pan American
University, and that's exactly
what we have."
Vinson's response was succinct.

Cont. "Freeman" on page 3
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----------0 PIN ION
FORGET IT
MY MlNb IS MADE

l ,n coming
freshmen's
loans cut?

I

t would seem that for years now the debate as to whether
universities are concerned more about businesses than
students has been attacked without regard to whom it
would affect. The following proposal only goes to show
the solutions that are put into effect, and go unnoticed until it is too late
for students to react.
A new govemm~t audit showing an alarming increase in the
default for Supple~ntal Loans for Students (SLS) may help build
political enthusiasm in Congress for a bill to bar first-year students
from getting such loans, according to the College Press Service.
The report adds credence to the bill, passed by the House but stalled
in the Senate, to cut off first-year students from Supplemental Loc3?S,
said Rick J erue, staff director of the House Post-secondary Educauon
Subcommittee. First year students, Jerue said, are more likely to drop
out and default on their loans.
"It's not a very sophisticated way to reduce defaults, but at l~ast it
works," said Philip Rever of the Washington, D.C.-based Higher
Education Assistance Program, the nation's largest guarantor of
student loans.
The measure generally is aimed at cutting off students at proprietary, for-profit trade schools.
Students attending proprietary schools generally have higher default rates than students at other kinds of two-year and four-year
campuses, said William Gainer of the Government Accountipg Office (GAO), which did the new audit.
The audit found the relatively new SLS programs, enacted in 1986,
had default problems as bad as the older federal student loan programs.
The GAO found SLS defaults grew from $14 million in 1987, its
ast week Dr. Samuel Freeman of the
first year, to $247 million in 1989.
political science department tried to
The SLS program provides market-rate loans to students who
make students aware of the moralqualify for other government-guaranteed loans such as Stafford
ity, or shall I say "immorality" of the adminiLoans.
We can only advise that if students consider themselves concerned stration of this university. His message
I • .; .J
~ •
enough to complain about financial aid, then they should do some seems to have fallen oh deaf ears.
LETICIA CAVAZOS
He argued that Dr. Miguel Nevarez; presithin-g about the situation beforehand.
Editor
dent; Ronald Applbaum, vice president of
OFFGUARD
business affairs; and Judy Vinson, dean of
students to name a few did not care about the
This can be seen not only in the education
faculty, staff or students of this institution.
process, but in other events as well. For
examp!,e, a change was made when the BerHe did more than that for me though. He
lin wafl fell and East Germans were able to
made me realize that maybe the administratravel without restriction. They made that
tion is not the only one who does not care.
change possible. They fought for what they
We, the students, as individuals do not care
believed should be a right of all humans-to
much about anything either.
come and go as they pleased without government restriction. They chipped pieces off of
Freeman said the students of this univerthe wall as souvenirs and a memory of the.
sity and the faculty were too weak to stand up
Cold War and drank and danced on top of the
for what they believed and defend their rights.
wall for hours.
West Germans welcomed the easterners as
He is right. When it comes down to it, if they were heroes. Which they are, in their
many students are not willing to risk losing own right.
L E TT ER 5 PO L I C Y:
what they have, (whatever it is they have).
Us on the other hand, went on with our
They feel it is best to conform rather than
natural
course of life unrealizing that history
cause-a
commotion.
"The Pan American" welcomes input from all readers. Letters
had been made. The wall which not many
to the editor should be 250 words or less. They may be edited
This apathy, nevertheless, can be seen not believed would ever be destroyed was
only in the young adults of this institution, brought down during our generation. But of
for libelous statements, newspaper style, correct spelling and
course, we did not take notice. We did not
but in most Valley citizens as well.
grammatical errors. Letters with the use of vulgar expressions

HARLIN~EN

Message falls on deaf ears
L

will not run.

All letters must be signed and includi:: the

writer's telephone number, and where applicable, major and
classification or job title.
double-spaced.

Letters must be typed and

Names may be withheld upon request.

Letters must be submitted at the Student Publications Office,
Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Friday prior to publication. The
editors reserve the right to not print any letter. If interested in
writing a guest column, contact the editor.
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LIFE

care about the freedom the East Germans
had received because we have that and sc
much more.
Another example is the abortion issue. In
cities throughout the nation, there are demonstrations for pro-life and pro-choice stands.
People are willing to take a stand for what
they believe. They don't care if they end up
incarcerated; they want to make their point
and make a difference.
Recently, when pro-choice advocate Sarah
Weddington and pro-lifer Susan Schlafly
debated on this campus, a few people expected to see marches in front of the Fine
Arts Auditorium. Others expected a fight to
break out in the auditorium during the debate. They were all disappointed.
Many did not care that these two "celebrities" were speaking on one of the more
important issues of the decade. Yes, the
auditorium was filled, but the individuals
occupying the seats could not be identified
as either pro-choice or pro-life advocates.

In our busy lives, we sometimes forget we
are not a1ways the antagonists of our production nor the main attraction. There are other
people in our lives. What happen to them
affects ·1s and vice versa. Ignoran, ·e is nc ·
bliss.

Drug war facade ·aids nQ one
GUEST
I
COLULMN
t has been almost a year since George
Bush was sworn in as the forty-first
President of the United States. In this
time, one of Bush's primary concerns has
been his so-called "War on Drugs." But, as
reporter Edward S. Herm~ states, '.'The new
'war' is essentially hot arr plus a trred rerun
of law and order plans to control the symptoms of the problems."

A strong criticism of Bush's proposed war
on drugs is his continued focus on eliminating the drug supply from other countries, a
virtually impossible task. According to
reporters Mary Jo Mcconahay and Robin
Kirk, 75 percent of the federal dollars the
U.S. spends eaeh year to fight drugs is spent
not on reducing the demand here, but on
wiping out the supply from other countries.
Earlier this month U.S. Sen. Phil Gramm
spoke to reporters about having "a shoot-out
with drug thugs in Colombia" and said our
government should commit more resources
to help the Colombian government in its
anti-drug campaign. What about the drug
problem in the U.S.? Our government should
concern itself less with the drug problems of
other countries, and focus on the drug problem we hav,e here in our own country.
In not focusing on the root of the problem,
President Bush's war on drugs will prove to
be no more effective than Reagan's "Just
Say No" policy. When one focuses only on
the symptoms of a problem and not on the
causes, the problem will always exist. Since
the Bush administration undoubtedly rejll-

George Bush has become a "drug kingpin."
As dismaying as it may seem, George
Bush does not exactly have a clean slate
,when it comes to drugs. When the IranContra scandal broke several years ago, it
KRISTINA BYINGTON
was George Bush's name that kept coming
up. Although he was never convicted of any
Elementary education junior
crime, there are those who maintain that
izes this, could they not want the problem to Bush was the head of the entire operation.
go away? IfGeorgeBushwerereallyserious
about fighting drugs, he would focus on the
Former CIA agent John Stockwell claims
reasons why drug use is so widespread and
spend less time concerning himself with the that while Bush was in control of the "Just
impossible task of eliminating the drug sup- Say No" program, "he could be said to be the
guy who was keeping it from coming in, but
ply.
on the covert aspect he could make sure Li.at
this
stuff came undetected!" While George
Is George Bush sincere in his war on drugs?
Bush
portrays himself to the American pubIt appears not. Despite the increasing numlic
as
being
anti-drug, and while he wages his
ber of addicts unable to afford medical help,
Bush offers only minimal increases in fund- so-called "War on Drugs," there are those
ing for detox, prevention and education. As who see through his verbal techniques and
reporter Michael Albert states, "Apparently, see George Bush for who he really is- a
Bush doesn't care much for people who need drug kingpin, reaping the benefits of drug
help but can't afford to get it on their own." sales while professing himself to be the leader
Furthermore, to fund his drug war, Bush of the war on drugs.
doesn't cut military spending, but he "proIn reality, there is no war on drugs. George
poses slicing housing assistance by 50 mil- Bush does not care about the drug abuse
lion dollars." If President Bush were to look spreading through our society, just as he
at the causes of drug abuse in the U.S., such does not care about the homeless, the veteras unemployment and financial difficulties, ans, those on welfare, or those struggling to
he would see that cutting housing assistance make ends meet. All of these people live in
funds does not alleviate the problem, but a reality of which George Bush knows nothmakes it more widespread. Albert argues ing and couldn't care less. President Bush
that because he reaps the benefits of drug cares only about those few "elites" who, like
sales all over the world and uses drugs to himself, are in power and continue to make
justify third world adventurism by the U.S., money at the expense of those less fortunate.
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Freemar1----------------Cont. from page 1

enough;ugh to realize that he is a
pathetic human being."
"It's not a matter of stupi'dity," Freeman said. " I would
argue that the matter is the fact
thatthe man has two over-riding
considerations: One, his ambition and his desire to do anything
in order to advance himself, ineluding destroy this university.
And two, his raging fear of his
own security and his own internal worthlessness."
In response Nevarez said:
"We are strong enough and
Freeman said the faculty senopen minded enough to accept a
A current example, ·Freeman
of opm·1·on,"
1' •
b · ate report, on the contrary, f ound dif'•e.,ence
said, is the charge agamst us1- no evidence that either of the
Freeman believes students are
ness professors Charles Ellard pro1es
• sors " transcen d ed any here 1·or
' anythm'g except an eduand Daniel Lee.
•
cation.
profess10na1."
[ Nevarez and Applbaum had
Freeman questioned Nevarez'
"The only reason we're (the
concurred with the School of intelligence quotient, saying faculty) here is to justify their
Business merit committee's rec- Nevarez' elevator doesn't go all (the administration) miserable
ommended dismissal of the two the way up; although the lights existence," Freeman said.
professor on charges of "moral are on, but nobody's home."
He said the determining facturpitude," which have been ofFreeman said Nevarez is in- tor of the university is not the
ficl'ally changed to "academ1'c ad equate f or th e pres1'dent , s po- administration.
"
conduct forwhichterminationis sition, but is "intelligent
Wearetheuniversity,"Free, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , man said "This is our university.
It's not Dr. Nevarez.' You take
the administration out of this
university and this university will
still exist.
You take the students out, and
you will not have an administration."
"I think my record stands for
itself," Vinson said.
Freeman said Applbaum bastardizes language. It's the "only
thing he's any good at besides
getting people," he said. He's··
..stupid, but at the same time
he's a very mean, vindictive
person," Freeman said. "That's
exactly what Nevarez wanted.
He wanted someone who could
do his dirty work for him."
Dr. Applbaum could not be
reached for comment.

the recommended disciplinary
action."]
Freeman sa1'd th e university
•
• ,s
public information officer, in a
response to an editorial in The
(McAllen) Monitor concerning
the Faculty Senate Investigation
Committee (FSIC) report, misled the public.
"It's written to indicate that
thefacultysenatereportsubstantiates the charges against the
faculty members by the university," he said. "It's a damn lie!"

Burgers
Beer
Sandwiches

*

READER'S V O I C E - - - - You stated that you wanted
ent) ,ind our future generations.
cold hard facts backed by a
There is another word that is
reasoned argument. The
very important. It is the word
Constitution says, "We the
"and". It means "connection or
people of the United States, in addition of items within the
Order to form a more perfect
same class or type." Now
Union,
establish Justice, insure doesn't it follow that the
Editor's note: The following
framers of the Constitution
is part of a letter to the editor domestic tranquility, provide
meant that themselves and their
written by William Lester and for the common defense,
future were equal in their
published in the Nov. 16 issue promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of
rights? In other words, the
of this publication. Several
Liberty
to ourselves and our
future generations were given
statements were omitted in the
Posterity do ordain and estabthe same guarantees of liberty
previous published letter.
lish this Constitution for the
as the very writers of the
The Pan American regrets
United States of America."
Constitution. And they were
any problems or inconvenHave you ever looked up the given these guarantees at the
iences the omission may have
word
"posterity"? It means
caused.
very penning of the document.
"future generations". The
Guess what Leticia, the future
obvious implication here is that generations were unborn nt that
Having not attended the
recent debate on abortion, I am liberty is for ourselves (prestime.
at a disadvantage. If Phyllis
Schlafly did a poor job presenting the pro-life position it is
regrettable. However, it is not
beyond my imagination to
believe that there are many
who attended that would say
Weddington's arguments were
weak. With that said, let's
move on to your recent editoRio magazine is accepting applications for editor for the spring serial.
mester.

Lester letter
reprinted

Rio seeks editor
for spring issue

The deadline for applying is noon, Dec. 8. Applications should
be turned in at the student publications office, Emilia Ramirez Hall
100.
Rio is a general interest feature magazine produced by publications students.
Experience is not necessarily needed, but is preferred. Expertise in composition, grammar and knowledge of photography would
be helpful.
Knowledge of yearbook layout principles is considered a plus.
Applications are available in the Student Publications Office,
Emilia Hall 1o_o. For further information call Joyce Prock, 381-2541.

Dine in * Carry out * Good Food
$2.99

Student & Faculty -

Special

(excludlng tax)

Super meal within walking distance .....

Mon - Fri
10:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sat 11 a.m. • 8 p.m.

422 1/2 E. University

1410 W. University
Edinburg

381-5921

Allen Floral

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Sty Ii ng Salon

Turkey breast sandwich, cup of soup,
crackers and a medium iced tea

:'J: 428"'.6242 - 428-6243

'' u~~~sed' By Th~ Texas Department Of Health

Edinburg

by Betty Inc.

1320 N. Closner
(N. Hwy 281)

Edinburg

383-6822 383-8611
Visa * MC * Amex

383-9035

FTD Teleflora AFS

CV

RE SERVE

With ·mtosh •
you can even do
New
Open . .'.
Close

Macintosh computers have always
Macintosh Sale,you can wind up with
been easy to use. But they've never been much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money
this easy to own.
Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save
hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple Macintosh computers and
peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle _!ft~~....~ ,,a-- _ __
for an ordinary PC. With The
~
JI

==~==-==d~

Hours: 8:00 am - 5:30 pm
Monday - Thursday
8:00 am - 12:00 noon • Friday

-

CASHIN
ON GOOD GRADES.

Quit

LRC 116

COR P S

OON
000

Print ...

Technology Resources

OFFICERS' TR A I N ING

•• Sale.
The Macintosh
Now through January 31.

If you have satisfactorily completed two years
of college and will be enrolling as a Junior In
the fall of 1990, apply now for a two-year
Reserve Forces Duty scholarshlp from Army
ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most
books and faes, plus $100. per school month.
They also pay off with leadership experience
and officer crudentials Impressive to future
employers.

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact thfl Milita•y Science Department
2nd floor, Scuihwick Hall Phone 381-3600.
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Bazaar offers affordable gifts
The University Program r ~~ard (UPB) is sponsoring a Christmas
bazaar at the UC Overflow today from 1 la.m. to 4 p.m. and
tomorrow from 10: 30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m.
Organizations and students are selling christmas gifts at affordable prices to students.
For more information, call the UPB at 381-2266.

Free event calendars available
Calenders on events such as music, theater, sports and workshops
are being given away at the Office of Public Information, Room 129
of the Administration Building.
The calender includes events of public interest for December
through April.
.
.
For more information, call the Office of Public Information at
38] -2741.

Engineering club meets today
Pre-engineering students considering transferring to UT-Austin
are encouraged to attend the Euclidean Society of Engineering
meeting today at the Physical Science Building, Room 124 during
activity period.
Glynda Groth and other faculty members will be on hand to
answer questions concerning the requirements and transferring
procedures.
For more information contact Dr. Ed Lemaster at 381-3522 or
381-3521

Folkloric Dance Companys
sets concerts for December
The UT-PA Folkloric Dance Company under the direction of Raul
Galva!} will feature authentic dances, costumes and the music of
Mexico in two Christmas concerts scheduled Dec. 16 and 17.
A group of 30 students and special guests will present several
Mexican Christmas traditions.
One of the highlights of the concerts will be "Fiesta Nortena,"
typical of the northern area of Mexico.
· Other sections of the program will feature traditional dances from
the states of Michoacan, Yucatan, Nayarit, Jalisco and prehispanic
dances.
A section titled "Danzas Aztecas" will focus on ritual and ceremonial dances of the Aztecs.
Special guest artists Alfredo Escamilla, an internationally known
floreador (rope-twirler) and his brothers, Victor and Javier, will
present the "Danza del Venado" (Deer Dance).
Mariachi Universitario, directed by Manuel Vasquez, will provide traditional music. The mariachis are from Monterrey, Mexico,
and are featured performers at the Virgen de San Juan del Valle
Shrine in San Juan.
Admission rnr adults is $5 in advance and $6 at the door. Children
under 12 years of age and UT-PA students will be admitted for $2.
Tickets may be purchased at the chambers of commerce in
Edinburg, McAllen, Pharr, Mission, Weslaco and Harlingen. Tickets are also available at the Valley Chamber of Commerce and at
Melhart' s Music Center in McAllen.

The box office at the auditorium will be open one hour before
curtain time On days of the performance.
The concerts will be at 8 pm Saturday, Dec. 16, and 2 pm Sunday'
Dec 17 in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
. .
F~r more information call the department of health and kines1ology at 381-3501

Pool tournament scheduled
The University Program Board (UPB) will be sponso~g a pool
tournament and a table tennis tournament on Dec.7 m the UC
Recreation Room.
.
.
Deadline to enter is Dec. 5 by 5 p.m. Those mterested m
competing must register at the UC.
For more information, call 381-2266 or 381-2260.

----e11

CLASSIFIED)

TYPING SERVICE: Research

papers, reports, etc. Proofreading & Editing. English & Spanish. Call 585-2838.
REPORTS, TERM PAPER &
RESUMES TYPED. Documents

notarized. Call 686-2999.
I TYPE RESUMES, RESEARCH
PAPERS, BOOK REPORTS, etc.,

at home. English and Spanish.
Proofreading and editing. Call
Nancy 631-0890 after 5 p.m.

TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP:

Retired English teacher. Near
campus. Glenn 383-2066.
NEED A PROFESSIONAL
TYPED REPORT with a neat pres-

entation? Call Elke at 682-9974.
ROCK-BLUES-COUNTRY: The
band with the plan. TEXAS TEA.
383-9853.
IF YOU ARE HAVING PROBLEMS WITH YOUR GRADES,

social life, or have recently lost
your job due to alcohol and/or
drugs, WE CAN HELP. Call
Johnny, at 1-800-621-8580 or 1817-445-HELP.
FOR A "COMPLIMENfARY"
FACIAL. and Fall glamour make-

over call Nancy in Donna 4642147. Independent Mary Kay
beauty consultant.
MONEY FOR YOU. Loans,
grants and scholarships. Write
GMG Services P.O. Box 3697,
Edinburg, Texas, 78540-3697

''I may be an art major,
butlknow
a little something
about economics.,,

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READINGBOOKS! $32,000/year

income potential. Details. (1)
602-8383-8885 Ext. BK 4490.
ATTENTION-HIRING! Govemmentjobs-yourarea. $17,840$69,.485...Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext~.
ATTENTION: EASY WORK
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble

products at home. Details. (1)
602-838-8885 Ext. W4490.
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT

SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.

Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyer's Guide.
1-602-838-8885 Ext. A 4490.

You've doneyour homework. You know where the
best values are. You also
know that with AT&T, it costs
less than most people think
to stay in touch with your
family and friends.
In fact, you can make a
10-minute, coast-to-coast
call·any time, any da){for less
than $3.00 with AT&T*And
who else can pronlise i111111ediate credit for wrong nun1bers, the fastest connections,
and the largest worldwide
long distance network?
Nobody but AT&T
For more infonnation
on AT&T Long Distance
Products and Services, like
the AT&T Card, call 1 800
525-7955, Ext. 100.
*Add applicable taxc~ and sun:harge~.

ATTENfION: EARN MONEY
TYPINGATHOME! $32,000/year

income potential. Details. (1)
602-8383-8885 Ext. T4490.
IS YOUR FRATERNITY, SO·
RORITY OR CLUB INTERESTED
IN EARNING $1,000 + for a one

week, on-campus marketing
project? You must be well-organized and hard working. Call
Ken or Myra at (800) 592-2121.
DESK FOR SALE: Moving.
~ust sacrifice. Like new, light
weight, simulated walnut finish,
29"x60." Only $40. Call 6312195.

...
+u-...L

Sincerely Yours
1619 South Cloaner
Edinburg

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Russel Stover Candles
Bridal Registry
Gift Items

Sonia's
Beauty Boutique
Students H/C $4.00 • Reg. $6.00
Perms $17.00 & up

8:s~;u;;z~~

Open Mon • Sat

p.m.

PROflSSIONAL
S/\lON
PRODUCT\

Jacqueline Reinhard·

AT&T

The right choice.

380-2239

1603 W. University, Suite F, Edinburg
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"Menagerie" meets expectations

-l!!11c:......

Brighter Smile
Now everyone can afford to have Whiter & Brighter teeth.
Call our office for details on this new
revolutionary dental procedure.
• Serving your families dental needs for 10 years.
• Dental insurance accepted.
• Open Monday • Friday 8 • 5, Saturday a . 1.
• Convenient payment plan - 90 days, same as cash.

McAllen

682-1355

General Dentists:
Robert S. Kent, D.D.S.
Phllllp E. Chafin, D.D.S.
William B. MIiiigan, D.D.S.

Edinburg

383-2031

300-A W. Expressway 83

1014 S. 10th Ave.

(Next to Holldome)

(behind Peter Piper Pizza}

--------------------Emergencies after office hours call 682-8833

1

I

GENERAL DENTISTRY CENTERS

II

1 1 PERSON
~

"'or- I

$15 COMPLETE
DENTAL EXAM AND FULL
MOUTH X-RAY

0~\"'

~e C
I
'1~
I
~~·.J

--------------------Et PATO

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALLIY-WIDI

December Special
•...•..•.•.•......•..
•••••••••••••• • • • •
••

HWHITE FLOUR
..HPATOS

··--------TRY 'EM, YOU'LL
LIKE 'EMI

The University Theater's second fall production, "The Glass
Menagerie" by Tennessee Williams under the direction of Linda
Donahue demonstrated undeniable strengths through its attempts to cover errors which
otherwise might have made for
an examplory re-enactment of
Williams' story..
The play revolves around t.i.e
sufforings of two females
Amanda (Tina Atkins), the
mother and her daughter, Laura
(Melinda Marroquin). The play
is narrated by Tom (Chris Leka),
Amanda's son, as it appears to
him in his memory of the past
and the present. William Downing, the Gentleman Caller, appiais in the last scenes of the
play.
Atkins' portrayal of Amanda
as a motherly figure was a bit
unconvincing during the first
scene. However, she definitely
took hold of the role of an ambitious, but caring mother as the
play continued.
Atkins' role clearly depicts
how protective a mother can
become of her children and how
cold she can become when they
don't see the visions of the future
as she does.

2 Enchiladas
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
12 oz. Coke

at other times on her right. Oc~assionally, she appeared to be
m perfect health and would not
Marroquin' s interpretation of limp at all.
Laura, the weakly, crippled, pathetic, inhibited daughter was
excellent. Marroquin's intensity
was evident throughout the en- ~CENTER STAGE
tire play, but especially during
Theatre Reviews
the second act after Downing
LETICIA CAVAZOS
reveals he is engaged to be marEditor
ried to another woman.

ONLY$2.89
IPIC!J!IJN-i!IIPWMANRNalM'IIILAI
W. I'S
IICIIIII ALL . . . .
IIAIIPnlll•AILYNIIIIIUIIIU

Oft•--••

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7100 A.M.■IUNDAY tzOO A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
llcALLRN (Pecaa)........................................682-3 I 76
McALLEN (■••• 83).......•••••-••••..••••••••••-••••••. .7.a269
McA.LL■N (No. I oth) •••••••••••••••••••••-••...........682• IS7 6
aDIN■U■G •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••383..72S
■ROWNSYILLE -••••••-••••••••••••••••••..-•-•••••••-M 1-olC1

Although Marroquin performed her role exceptionally
well, one fault with her depiction
of Laura was in her chartacter's
limping disability. She sometimes limped on her left foot and

••••••• .....................................................sas..Ms

W■SLACO ••••••••••••••••-••••••••••-••••••••-••••••••••••969■ I 4 I 4
IIARLINGIN •••••••••••••••-••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••A28•6224

Leka, who characterizes Tom,
had a very good, strong voice
and performance. He was especially convincing as a sarcastic
individual.
Unlike some of his past performances with the university,
Leka shows he has the ability to
portray emotionally powerful
characters.

Which college essential
in this picture fits in
your backpack?
4

Back in high school- Melinda Marroquin, Laura, shows her mother Tina Atkins ,
Amanda, the picture of the boy she liked in High School. The play was held Tuesday
and will continue through Sunday.
(Photo by Joel Martinez)

I
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Downing portrayed a character who leads Laura to believe he
is interested in her, but later reveals he is "going steady with
Betty."

Performances of "The Glass
Menagerie" are scheduled today
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the University Theatre located in the CAS.

In general, "The Glass Menagerie" was featured well. The

Formoreinformation,callthe
Box Office at 381-3581.

X-mas show and sale set
There will be a Christmas Art Show and Sale Sunday from noon
to 7 p.m. and will continue through Dec. 15.
All medi.a will be featured, including ink, oils, water color, prints
and cerarmcs.
The work is by UTPA students and is sponsored by the University
Art League.

We Wish
You A Merry
-chnstm~~/@~~
·
'

Mo·nthl11 Sal•.:.. Total~
(Thou.--.nds of' DoJ lAr-s>

,I

As the Gentleman Caller, scenery was simple, but adequate.
Downing performed well. He The play is funnier than I exwas bright, funny and outspo- pected and definitely more interken-specially after drinking esting than a discussion in a
literature course.
wine.
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he Zenith SupersPort 286 battery-powered portable.

The sPort that goes everywhere you and your backpack
go. And with all the power of a desktop.
As PC MAGAZINE. Oct '88 st.ates: "The SupersPort 286
is an incredible machine." Or as in INFOWORLD, Oct '88
says: "It embodies a combination or speed, weight, size, and
battery life that we've seen in no other laptop computer."
See for yourselr where the SupersPort 286 can take you.
Several port.able l\'lodels are available ranging in speed, ~d
drive capacity and price. Students, Faculty and Staff receive
large discounts. Students, ask about our new loan program!

,;;;;. I

I

IJ

For more infonnation on Zenith's full line of
computers. from laptops to desktops cont.act:

Technology Resources
Clifford Moon
381-3300

,,,,,H

~;:rems

The world's #1 selling PC compatibles.
Get the best for less.
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How to change the tune of the holiday blues:
• Set realistic expectations for the holidays - don't set
yourself up for disappointment.
• If money is a pr_?blem, try giving gifts of time or yourself.
• Take time to renew your spiritual values.
~

For more "Helpful Holiday Hints" call for our free brochure.

~CHARTER
~ PALMS HOSPITAL
1421 E. Jackson • McAllen, Texas 78501 • (512) 631-5421
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Track warms up
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

The Bronc track team held an
inner squad track meet the Monday and Tuesday before Thanksgiving in preparation for its first
official track meet this Saturday.
The team will.travel to th~ University of Texas at San Antonio
and compete against UTSA and
Southwest Texas.
"The team is ready physically
for the meet," Head Coach Reid
Harter said. "Now all we have to
do is get our heads into it."
Field events took place on
N~onday with several individual
ptrbrmances showing.
.:.-: the women's shot put, the
hj snest throw went to Delila
JU ..oson with a shot of 41' 21/2",
the second farthest throw went
to ·:hristie Ledbetter with a throw
of 35' l ". Susana Rodriguez

The women's javelin witnessea
a Johnson throw of 102' and
Ledbetter best of 77'.
In the men's shot put, Gilbert
Cassanova and Javier Gallardo
threw 47' 1 1/2" and 46' 5" respectively.
The men's discuss throw recorded Cassanova at 136' 9" and
Gallardo with a 125' 4" attempt.
Last years long and triple jump·
conference champion, Monica
Wesley, jumped 37' 10" in the
triple and a long jump of 17' 10".
Cheryl Adams and Tonya
Bailey both recorded a 35' 11"
efforts in the tt:iple jump.
1n the long Jump the lengths
were Adams at 17' 1", Cindy
Cantu 17' and Bailey with a
16 '4" attempt.
Harter was pleased with the
performances of the team and
expected them to get better as the
year progressess.
"This team has prepared more
in the fall season than any other
team that I have coached," Harter said.

1 he women's discuss saw
Ler1better and Johnson trade
pla :es with Ledbetter throwing
The men's 11 Om hurdles had
12b' 4" and Johnson throwing
two
winners. Lee Valdez and
126' 9" and Rodriguez throwing
Melvin
Brooks both ran a 14.8
100' 3".

while Davia Garcia ran a 15.1.
Times in the women'3 100m
hurdles we,·e Cindy Cantu 15.9,
Michelle Carter 16.1 and Cheryl
Adams 16.5.
The men's 100m dash nearlv
saw the school's record of 10.2
seconds broken by Derek Sanders and Anthony Shelby who both
ran a 10.3
In the 200m dash, Sanders ran
a 21.40 and Shelby ran a 21.70.
Brad Merriman ran the men's
quarter alone and set a50.20 time.
In the distances, the competition and the times were close.
In the 800m, Cary Grant came
throughwithatimeofl:55,Eddie
Calderon in 1:57, Sean Jackson
in 1:58 and Felix Zavala in 2:00.
The top women were Thelma
Morales in 2:21, Sylvia Rodriguez in 2:23 and Vanessa
Moreno in 2:28.
In the 3,000m Robert Barron
came through in a time of 8:34,
RudyLopezin8:59TomKingin
9:22andAlfredGonzalezin9:08.
In the women's 3,000m, Laura
Arteaga came in at 11:18, Sonia
Rodr:iuez at 11:18 and Cindy
Pena at 1J :38.

1989-90 Bronc Basketball Schedule
Nov.7
Nov.21
Nov.25
Nov.29
Dec.1-3
Dec.9
Dec.16
Dec.23
Dec.29-30
Jan.3
Jan.6
Jan.8
Jan.10
Jan.13
Jan.18
Jan.20
Jan.25
Jan.27
Feb.3
Feb.5
Feb.8
Feb.10
Feb.15
Feb.17
Feb.22
Feb.24
Mar.2-3-4

• Unique T-Shlrts, Sweats & Caps $7 .50 to 33.95
• Metallic Gold & Silver Note Cubes $7.00
• Backpacks
• Cross Pens
• cassette Tapes
$13 .00 to 20.00
$2.98 to ·s .95
$15.95 to 23.50
• Handmade Tez:as Christmas Ornaments $3.95
• 40 Different Kinds of Bookmarks $1.25
• Matching Pens & Key Rings $3.00 to 6.50
• Children's and College Dictionaries
$2.95 to 16.95
• Spanish Children's Books $3.95

With purchase of a Whatameal ,. !
(A Whataburger®or any entree, regular fries, large drink)

WIIATABEARG•R•R•RrM
With purchase of a Kids Meal!

FREE CALENDAR
With purchase of each $5 book of
Whataburger • Gift Certificates.
Each calendar has coupons worth over $20!

PARTY•SMART

National Headquaners
2900-D Bristol St., Suite 201
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714-557-233 7
1-800-441-2337

Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week.

1,

··Beer lJnnker~ of Am<:ricJ .t non-profit comumer membership

Ot"Kanization open onl~ 10 per~om ()'.Cr 1he age of 21'

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

380-0345

FREE WRAPPING PAPER

SM ~

BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

McAI I en
(512) 682-6141

~©mJ'1rrn:I '1ru&~~ ID©©JE flt. ~tnrlPlPll,W
ll l§) ll ® WI~ 11Jlmftw@~fi(l~Q ~<ilfiml})WJ~

WRAPPED
UP
IN THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT!

**~ii**~*
~*
*

Paying back your college loan
can be a long, uphill battle. But the
Army's Loan Repayment Program
makes it easy.
Each year you serve as a soldier,
the Army will reduce your college
debt by 1/J or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater. So after serving just
3 years, your college loan will be completely paid off.
You're eligible for this program
with a National Direct Student Loan
or a Guaranteed Student Loan or a
Federally Insured Student Loan made
after October 1, 1975. And the loan
can't be in default.
And just because you've left college, don't think you'll stop learning
in the Army. Our skill training offers
a wealth of valuable high-tech, car~eroriented skills. Call your local Army
Recruiter to find out more.

• Over 50 Bestsellers
in Paperback
$4.95 to 12.95

GET

Amei,,agc prOIidcd b) thb ne11>papcr
,md Beer Drinkers of America

SOMETIMES IT TAKES
AN ARMY TO PAY BACK YOUR
COLLEGE LOAM.

Come see us for inexpensive gift ideas!

((Th>@fufim<il LPfi~~tn l]Jmu;D

Don't get wrecked. If you're not
sober-or you're not surelet someone else do the driving

Beer Drinkers ofAmerica supports National

Bold type indicates home games
($) Indicates conference games

@~W ~® IID£ ~ Ufilill1rill1 ©Ifilfilil~'1r~~ g
• Over 150 Different Wall
& Appointment Calendars
$6.95 to 19.95

Australian team
Ft. Hood Tankers
Colorado State at Ft.Collins, Colo.
Trinity University
Jowers Jamboree Tourney
University of Texas at Arlington
Southwest Texas State
Tulane University New Orleans, La.
BMA Classic Kansas City, Mo.
Texas Wesleyan
University of Texas at Arlington
Grambling State
Kansas City University Kansas City, Mo.
Nicholls Thibodaux, La
Louisiana Tech($) Ruston,La
Arkansas State($) Jonesboro, Ark.
Southwestern Louisiana($)
New Orleans($)
Lamar($)
U. of Missouri Kansas City
Louisiana Tech($)
Arkansas State($)
Southwestern Louisiana($) Lafayette, La
U of New Orleans($) New Orleans,La
Lamar U. ($) Beaumont, Texas
Nicholls State
American South Conference Tournament

When you party
remember to ...

C HOOSE THE APARTMENT COMMUNITY
THAT OFFERS SO MUCH MORE ...
Luxurious 1, 2, and
3 bedroom
.

2 swimming pools
Tennis courts
Family and adult
Beautifully
landscaped

.

Close to schools walk to Pan Am

.

Cabana with
bar-b-que

.

On site management-24-hour emergency
maintenance

.

Courtesy security

Great New
Management!

Get wrapped up in the holiday spirit!

WHATABURGfR®
Offer good while supplies last at panicipating Whataburger• Restaurants. ©1989 Whataburger< . Inc.

EL BOSQUE
1609 WEST SCHUNIOA • EDINBURG. TEXAS 78539

512-383-8382 • 512-383-6162
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Broncs blast Tankers, lose to Colorado St.
For about 64 minutes, the
Broncs looked like contenders.
In the 40 minutes it took to play
the Ft. Hood Tankers in their
final exhibition game, UT-PA
looked sharp, crushing the army
squad 86-72.
On Saturday during the first 24
minutes of their season opener at
Colorado State, the Broncs
looked sharp again, trading blows
with the defending Western
Athletic Conference champions
and taking a 36-34 lead early in
the second half.
The Rams blew the game wide
open with a 13-4 run and went on
to easily down the Broncs 77-53
in the season opener for both
teams.
In their final tune-up against
Ft. Hood, UT-PA gained their
second exhibition victory of the
season.

"Clyde did a good job on
Houston," said coach Kevin
Wall. "He managed to rack up
some points, but Clyde really put
it on him."
The addition of forward Keith
Campbell to the starting lineup
had a lot to do with the Bronc
victory. Campbell had ten points
in the first half. Gabriel Valdez
added eight first half points. in
the early part.
Defense was still the Broncs'
main strength. Freshman center
Chris Jones was one of the Tankers' main obstacles, blocking
several shots and causing many
key steals.
On Saturday, UT-PA continued with Colorado State right
where they left off with Ft. Hood.
Melvin Thomas led the Broncs,
scoring 14 points and grabbing
11 rebounds. Gabriel Valdez

added 12, and Fred Young was
the only other UT-PA player in
double figures with 10.
"They were very fortunate with
a couple of plays," said coach
Kevin Wall. "They turned the
game from a close one into a 15point lead for them. That turned
the whole tide of the game, and it
made it too hard for us to catch
up."
The Broncs faced Trinity University in their home opener last
night. Results were not available
at press time.
UT-PAalsotravelstotheirfirst
tournament of the year, the Jowers Jamboree in San Marcos,
hosted by Southwest Texas State.
The Broncs face rugged Texas
A&M in the tournament opener,
whilethehostBobcatsfaceldaho
State.
,•

A
Mm Mm Good!-Bronc gaurd Keith Campbell,sr., lays in a shot with
a very persistent Tanker player defending. The Broncs beat the Ft.
Hood Tankers 86-72.
(Photo by Tony Mercado)
\

This Christmas give the gift
that keeps on giving all
year long.
We have over
150 different
calendars in
stock priced
from $6.95 to
$19.95.

AGRADE AOFFER FOR WISE OWLS.
If you've been acting smart, Whataburger. would like to reward you.
Just bring this coupon and any test, book report, or paper you got
an "A" on, to a participating Whataburger restaurant. When you do,
we'll give you a hot, fresh and made to order Whataburger free!
You can look at it as great food for thought.

'

FREEWHATABURGER.

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY
1516 W. University, Edinburg
(Behind Pizza Hut)

Present this coupon with your test. book report, or paper when
ordering. 11 you have an "A"', you'll receive a Whataburger. free.
Offer good at any participating Whataburger restaurant. May not
be used in conjunction with any other offer. One coupon per
pe™>n per visit. Offer expires. 1/ 31 / 90

380-0345

WHATABURGER~

HOT, FRESH AND MADE TO ORDER:M

.....,
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HAIRMASTERS

7

15% Discount for PAU
Students and Faculty

Thursday
December
1989

Thursday
December
1989

7
-

When is
the best time
to sell your book?

383-9133
WALK-INS WELCOME
W02 W. University

Edinburg, Tx

:~~--------------------·
50¢
OFF!
Allyou :
I
Family Buffet
can eat 1

FINAL EXAM WEEK!

Cut along dotted line and present at time of purchase

I
I
I
I
I
I

• Pizza

$3.49

• SpaGattl • Salad Bar
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

(Reg. $3.99 )

5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Not valkl wtlh any olher coupon or apeclal offer. Good only at
participating Mr. Ga11i'a. Price .i.own la per peroon. Coupon
may be used by 1 or 2 people.

Offer expires 30 days from day of receipt.
'Kids6t1$1.119
• Kida 5 & under

3420 H. 10th Sl, M<:Allen

The beat Pizza In town. Honest(

I
I
I
I
I
I

·---------------------·
Suddenly, the obvious choice~
II·
Special reduced prices
on full line of inventory.
Mitsubishi Eclipse
1989 Mighty Max Pickup

Loaded with A/C,
electric doorlocks & windows
FM Cassette
Power Steering

Starting at $11,495

$6700 plus TT + L
'TIii Saturday Dec. 2, 1989 only

Financing. Available

Dec. 7 ,. 15

Mark your calendar now!

Textbook Buyback
The University Bookstore buys books all year round but

WE PAY YOU MORE DURING FINALS
50% OF THE CURRENT PUBLISHERS'S PRICE
because we know then which books will be used again the following semester
and how many copies we will need to cover the instructor's orders. We reserve
the right to limit these half-price purchases based on orders received from
faculty and the condition of your books.
Most probably, you will have one or more titles that we want back, but in the
event you don't, we will still purchase your books at the prevailing wholesale
price provided they are listed in the wholesalers' buying guide and are in
reasonable condition.

• First Time Buyers Program
• College Graduate Program
• Preferred Customer Program

ALERT: Buyback on some titles are limited. So bring your book in, just as
soon as ossible.

!ar5E-:.1
MITSUBISHf

REMEMBER
THE BEST TIME TO SELL YOUR BOOKS
THIS SEMESTER IS DEC. 7 - 15 AT THE

RIO GRANDE VALLEY

ON THE EXPRESSWAY • WESLACO
Contact:

UTPA BOOKST0RE

Jim, Morris, Damian or Frank

383-4915

969-2828

II

423·7328
Seafood
Restaurant

$4.95

Daily Noon Buffet
All You Can Eat

Fried Shrimp, Fried Fish, Broiled Fish, Vegetables, Salad Bar

TEXAS T-BONE 16 OZ.
BAKED POTATO, SALAD BAR & BREAD

$6 95
■

UPB's Holiday ·Pool & Table Tournament
U.P.B. Double Elimination Pool Tournament
December 7, 12 noon - 6 p.m.
U.C. Recreation Room

Rules for straight eight apply.

Happy Hour Special 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Oysters On The Half Shell
Buy One Dozen, Get One Dozen FREE
Cuarteto Alegerla
Thursday & Saturday Nights
Mariachis Friday Nights 9:00

r ----------,

I
I

SHRIMP COCKTAIL
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

L - - =~'! ~'!o!. - -

I
I
.J

1st Place - Trophy - $50.
2nd Place - Trophy - $25.
3rd Place - Trophy - $15.

Free Delivery

COUPON

.99 ¢

Margaritas

MON. -THURS. 11 A.M. - 2:30 P.M. & 5 P.M. -10 P.M.
FRI. & SAT.11 A.M. TO 2:30 P.M. & 5 P.M. • MIDNIGHT
SUN. 11 A.M. - 3 P.M.
1012 S. CLOSNER
383-9262

w

Entry fee $5
* You must have a valid picture 1.0.
* Entry fee Is on-refundable, unless tournament Is cancelled.
* Register at recreation room booth.
* Deadline for entries Is Tulesday, December 5, at 5 p.m.
* Must have a minimum of 8 people to conduct tournament.
* Maximum of 32 wlll be allowed to register.
* Contestants wlll be matched in the order they register.
* Money must accompany registration form.

U.P.B. Double Elimination Table Tennis Tournament
December 7, 12 noon - 6 p.m.
U.C. Recreation Room

Entry fee $2
1st Place - Trophy
2nd Place - Trophy
3rd Place - Trophy

Three categories:
Novice,
Intermediate,
Advanced

* Deadline to enter Is DECEMBER 5, at 5 p.m.
* Entry fee Is non-refundable unless tournament Is cancelled.
* Contest Is limited to a per division and a maximum of 32.
* I.D. required to enter.
* Each contestant must register themselves.

For questions call 381-2266 or 381-2260 or come by u.c. 205

Sell craftwork, books,used things ......etc.
(No food booths please)

Sell!

Nov. 29 - 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Nov. 30 - 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Dec. 1 - 1O:30 a.m. - 1 :30 p.m.

Buy!

* Open to Students, Organizations, faculty and staff
* U.C. Overflow
* On~ table and chair per booth will be provided by

U.P.B.

Appli~ations and Guidelines at U.C. 205 or call 381-2260

